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Bring in a Suit-Boot ki 
Sarkar!
The rain gods have deserted us this year. A er a good 
show ing in J une,  the rains dec ided to play truant.  The sk ew  
in rainfall is as bad as the de ciency. Combined, it has dealt 
a blow to the Indian economy. 68 years a er independence, 
we are still a rain fall dependent economy. ur Governments 
are benchmarked based on the sops to the poor  farmer 

 the kurta  py ama people. The last I hear, the lungi and 
dhotiwallahs are up in arms demanding a fair representation 
in the government.  And that is the problem. If you ask a 
Chinese government o cial or politician about how to reduce 
poverty, they will talk about the schemes by which they are 
encouraging the se ng up of industries and moving people 
from farms to shop oor. The discourse in India is all about 
not allow ing an inc h of land to b e ac q uired for industrial 
grow th.  I t is all ab out prov iding deb t relief,  loan w aiv er,  and 
sops. ur le  leaning bleeding hearts do not seem to believe 
in teaching the farmer to earn a living. We want to keep her 
tied to an under productive farm. And pay for it from the tax 
payer’s money.

It is time we move the discourse back to development. 

We wish to thank all our readers for reposing their faith in us 
 and re uest you to continue your patronage. 

H appy R eading
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Research Confirms Future of 
Supply Chain Analytics is Visual, 
Multi-Sourced, and Predictive
A global survey report titled “Leveraging Supply Chain Data 
for Competitive Advantage.” released by Qlik and Supply 
Chain Digest a vast majority of the supply chain analytics is 
backward focused for evaluating performance of the supply 
chain. According to the report, almost 40 percent of the 
respondents said they are exclusively backward looking in 
their analytics. But the lure of predictive analysis seems 
strong. A majority of the respondents believe predictive 
analytics will help them leverage their data, while making 
decisions. 88 percent of the respondents ranked advanced 
analytic capabilities as a good opportunity for them. Slowly, 
the realization is gaining ground that advanced analytics 
is a high priority area for organizations. The research 
suggests that more than new set of analytic tools, users 
want the ability to visualize their data across multiple 
dimensions. The way forward is clear – advanced analytics, 
with powerful data visualization is the way forward.

We are not Alone!
A recent report by Chartered Institute of Procurement and 
Supply, reveals that 66 percent of UK businesses do not 
have a plan B for supply chain disruptions. Even after being 
hit by the Horse meat scandal more than two years ago, 
businesses have not tightened their risk mitigation plans. 
The report finds that: 

66% of UK supply chain professionals say they lack a risk 
mitigation strategy in the event of a supply chain crisis

Only 11% of UK businesses currently have a close 
relationship with suppliers at all stages of their supply 
chain

UK businesses with close supplier relationships up to tier 
three and beyond are 1.5 times more likely to have avoided 
major supply chain crisis in the past 12 months and four 
times more likely to have complete visibility of their supply 
chain

In a report on their web site, David Noble, Group CEO of the 
Chartered Institute of Procurement & Supply says “Having 
visibility and strong supplier relationships at the first tier of 
the supply chain is clearly no longer enough, as these risks 
do not always exist in the first tier, but often further down 
supply chains”

Apparently, supply chain risk is not hot a topic even in UK, 
so can we blame our firms for not being serious about it?

Trans Pacific Partnership 
Likely in a Year
The 12 nation TPP – a trade pact that seeks 
to harmonize a common framework for 
intellectual property, enforce standards 
for labor law and environmental law, 
and establish an investor-state dispute 
settlement mechanism, and lower trade 
barriers such as tariffs. When signed, the 
pact will cover 40 percent of the world 
economy, and give preferential access to 
trade between the participating countries. 
Interestingly, the BRICS nations are absent 
from this. According to reports in the 
Financial Times, the recent round of talks in 
Hawaii were “held up due to disagreements 
over how much market access to give on 
sensitive products including dairy and sugar 
and a dispute over intellectual property rules 
for new generations of pharmaceuticals.” 
Yet, the Japanese Economy Minister Akira 
Amari believes that in the next meeting all 
problems will be resolved. If so we will see 
yet another alignment, in an already multi 
alignment world!

Uber more valuable than 
FedEx
The taxi hailing firm Uber – which faces 
trouble from governments across multiple 
cities across the world – New York, Paris, 
New Delhi to name a few – is today valued 
at USD 50 Billion, ahead of the 42 year 
old express logistics firm FedEx (USD 48 
Billion). To put it in perspective, FedEx 
covers 90 percent of the world’s GDP and 
delivers goods within 72 hours across the 
network. It beats all norms of business 
norms, that a firm which is without any 
sound cash flow become more valuable 
than an established player in the logistics 
space. Looks like we need to tack on an 
e-commerce to help the logistics firms 
attract funding, talent and business!
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The Indian economy is poised for 
accelerated growth – moving into the 
eight percent range. Both industrial 
and consumer goods are showing 
early signs of revival. This growth, in 
turn is creating the right conditions 
for a boom in the 3PL space. Keeping 
in mind this factor, for this issue of 
SCMPro, we decided to focus on the 
logistics service provider – the 3PL or 
4PL service provider who keeps the 
wheels of the trade moving. Africk 
and Calkins (1994) define 3PL as ‘a 
relationship between a shipper and 
third party, which, compared with 
basic services, has more customized 
offerings, encompasses a broader 
number of service functions, and it’s 
characterized by a longer-term, more 
mutually beneficial relationship’.

It is a cliché that supply chains are 
the backbone of an economy, the 
future belongs to the firm with a 
better supply chain. However, the 

forces of globalization are forcing 
firms to look at their supply chains 
in a different light. As firm focus 
on their core competence, they are 
willing to outsource their supply 
chains to qualified players. This is 
not yet a reality – firms are talking 
about it, but are reluctant to trust a 
third party with something as critical 
as a supply chain.

As the Indian economy integrates 
with the global supply chains, 
the stakeholders – users, service 
providers, raw material suppliers, 
employees need to examine their 
role in the industrial ecosystem and 
move from being mere suppliers 
of basic solutions to value added 
services. For this issue, we deiced 
to focus on a few core areas – from 
technology based services to HR 
issues, from SME supply chains to 
the emergence of 4PL services, we 
look at a range of issues. 

A perspective

Logistics Service 
Providers – 

Winds of change are fast sweeping 
the Indian logistics space. If Uber has 
disrupted the taxi markets, similar 
apps are being developed for the 
3PL sector. Technology which was 
not a priority, is now beginning to be 
recognized as a differentiator and 
a source of competitive advantage. 
The e-commerce revolution is 
changing how the urban Indian is 
shopping. Interestingly, Tier 2 and 
Tier 3 towns are the fastest growing 
segments in e-commerce. The 
last mile connectivity challenge is 
dominating the discourse in logistics 
conferences across the world.

Six articles cannot do justice to the 
complexity of the 3PL services. We 
have focused on a few key issues 
– disruptive forces in the sector, 
technology, human resources, SME 
players, and emergence of 4PL 
services. We hope you enjoy this 
as much as we did in putting this 
together. 
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There 
is a young 

breed of technology 
savvy (mostly IIT trained) 

entrepreneurs who are looking for 
opportunities to create disruptive 
business models. If Apple disrupted 
the music industry with its play store, 
or Uber with its taxi hailing app, we 
have a set of young startups creating 
the next business models in 3PL. 
Each one seeks to plug a window of 
opportunity.  What is common to all 
these players is the technology base 
they rely on. 62 percent of the total 
freight movement within India is 
through road. Compare this to a 37 
percent in China or a 22 percent in 
US. Of the fleet operators, 74 percent 

are small 
fleet operators, 

having between 1 
to 5 trucks, 15 percent 

are medium sized with 6 to 20 
trucks and only 11 percent are large 
with more than 20 trucks. Clearly, 
for a sector that is so important, the 
players are small and fragmented, 
with little resources to innovate.

It is amidst this that a few firms are 
changing the paradigm of business. 
Four such disruptors are:

Instavans – Revolutionizing the 
Local Trucking Market

In the conventional model, shippers 
spend hours calling up various truck 
operators to find trucks with open 
capacity, while truckers struggle 
to market their availability. The 
Instavans model is set to transform 
all that. Bangalore based Instavans is 
an on-demand platform that offers 

– Where Disruption and Supply 
Chain Innovation Converge

The Next Wave 

The global market place is fast changing. Factories are setup wherever there is an advantage 
– of raw materials, labor, or land. Customers are spread across the globe. Suppliers are 
chosen – not for the proximity to the factory, but on their ability to deliver to quality, at reduced 
prices and within schedules. The world is a market. Into this evolution, stir in the disruptions 
to business models that young entrepreneurs, without fear of failure are ushering in. And 
add a liberal dose of technology. Be ready for the next wave. SCMPro Editorial team takes 
a look at the convergence of disruptive business models and technology that is redefining 
3PL services.

Lead Story
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price 
transparency, 

ease of access, 
and a better end-to-end 

experience for both shippers and 
truckers. By aggregating a large 
number of local truck operators, 
Instavans will be building a virtual 
fleet larger than any other local 
provider. According to Vinay Goel, 
Founder and CEO, “Instavans focus 
is on development of products, 
sustaining the marketplace portal 
that will improve overall efficiency 
and productivity by dramatically 
improving the asset utilization and 
thus reducing logistics costs. The 
products will be implemented using 
hugely scalable architectures on the 
web and various mobile devices.”

Shipler- Book a Tempo Anywhere 
Anytime

Shipler is the brain child of Kaustub 
Pandey, CEO and Co-founder and 
Vinay Julme Co-Founder and CTO 
- both IIT Mumbai alumni. Shipit 
Technology Pvt. Ltd. aims to become 
an aggregator for the 2 million 
odd LCV market in India. Shipit is a 
market place to connect commercial 
vehicle owners to the business 
and Consumers who want to move 
goods anywhere. Currently we have 
launched in Mumbai doing Intra-city 

and 
planning to 

expand to all major 
Tier one and Tier two cities 

by the end of this year. Company 
is started by bunch of IIT Bombay 
Aluminous. We believe in smart work 
and looking for employees who can 
provide there valuable time and can 
add to company’s growth.

Mypacco

MYPACCO is a Mumbai-based one-
stop logistics solution provider 
that offers end-to-end logistics 
with an India connect initiative. 
MYPACCO partnered as Alibaba’s 
Indian logistics partner to facilitate 
comprehensive logistics solutions as 
part of the Trade Facilitation Center 
initiative launched by Alibaba.com, 
the leading business to business 
platform under Alibaba Group 
(NYSE:BABA) for global wholesale 
trade. The Trade Facilitation Center 
aims to enhance the trade eco-
system in India by offering a one-
stop solution for SMEs to meet their 
needs in finance, credit and logistics.

 Alibaba.com’s Trade Facilitation 
Center will help expand 
opportunities for Indian SMEs to 
develop and grow their cross-border 
businesses.As a partner of Alibaba’s 
Trade Facilitation Center, MYPACCO 
will offer freight forwarding, 
customs clearance, documentation, 
warehousing, transportation and 
3PL services to Indian SMEs through 
the Trade Facilitation Center. “With 

the Trade Facilitation Center, 
Alibaba.com will be able to 

offer Indian SMEs convenient 
access to various financing, 

credit and logistics 
services provided by 

collaborative partners 
like MYPACCO, 

allowing the SMEs 
to expand their 
businesses 

throughout India and 
beyond,” said Bhushan Patil, 

Channels Director of Alibaba.com 
in India.

Commenting on the logistics 
backbone, Vinay Bhartia, Co-Founder 
& CEO, MYPACCO saya, “The Trade 
Facilitation Center initiative of 
Alibaba.com is a big step for making 
trade easy for the SMEs in India. With 
this initiative in place, Indian SMEs 
can now focus on their businesses 
and MYPACCO shall take care of the 
entire fulfillment logistics demand. 
With these hurdles of finance, credit 
and logistics sorted through the 
Trade Facilitation Center, Indian 
SMEs will now be able to exploit 
huge opportunities that exist at the 
bottom of the pyramid.”

Bookmytransporter

BookMyTransporter.com is the 
initiative of Nandan Borgalkar. 
Unlike the other promoters, who are 
young technology professionals, 
Nandan is a seasoned logistics 
professional, with over 30 years of 
experience. 

BookMyTransporter.com aims to 
provide a technology platform where 
asset providers like transporters 
and fleet owners and users like 
Institutional / Retail customers, 3PL 
companies. The company is yet to 
start operations.

All these initiatives are fairly 
recent and are yet to see traction. 
If these initiatives can fire up the 
imagination of the 3PL and user 
community, surely, it will re-define 
the transportation market. 

SCMPro_Pg_10_11.indd   11 28-Aug-15   11:17:02 AM
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The essential ingredient for the 
success of manufacturing revival 
is the logistics industry – rail, road, 
air and water. As firms focus on 
their core competence – that is 
manufacturing, they will look to 
outsource their logistics functions 
to a third party – aka 3PL firm. 
This makes 3PL the sunrise sector 
for employment. Ask a CEO of 
any 3PL firm and you will get the 
same answer – it is very difficult to 
attract and retain talent – not just 
management professionals, but 
across the spectrum. Slowly the 
stark realization is dawning that 
the future of the 3PL will rest – not 
on the assets, but on the quality of 
people they employ. And quality can 
be improved only if the sector invests 

in their people – invests in building 
up the skills.

The Indian logistics sector (not that 
it is formally recognized as such) 
is heterogeneous. Therefore we 
need to categorize them into its 
sub-segments to understand the 
skill gaps. A 3PL provides three 
types of services – transportation, 
warehousing and value added 
services. And it is this last service – 
VAS that requires the highest skill 
sets.

There are a number of issues when 
it comes to talent management in 
3PL. One, people in the sector do not 
take pride in themselves as domain 
experts. They are confused as to 

The single distinctive factor for a successful 3PL is the quality of its human resources. In 
today’s world, 3PLs can buy technology, assets, streamline processes. But they will fail if 
they do not have the right set of trained human resources who will use the technology, 
adhere to the processes and take care of the assets. In short – they will succeed or fail 
based on the talent they have. Samir Shah, Partner JBS Group of Companies takes a look 
at the challenges in nurturing talent.

Stumbling at  
Human Resources

3PL  

Samir Shah
Partner JBS Group

Lead Story
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whether they are service providers, 
professionals or are they just 
businessmen? They cannot seem to 
decide that clearly. And this is the 
reason they exhibit different behavior 
towards each of their customers. 
If they were service providers or 
professionals, there should not 
be a discussion on credit, dilution 
of processes or discussions on 
circumventing procedures. However, 
to stay in the business, managers do 
this all the time. Second, setting up a 
3PL is very easy. Anyone can set up a 
shop, close it down and disappear. 

The 3PL sector needs two kinds of 
trained resources. The Management 
colleges turn out managers capable 
of performing at the managerial 
cadre. And they also need skilled 
people at the transaction level. The 
need for trained transaction level 
staff is higher than the need for 
managers. This difference has to be 
always kept in mind.

The problem is very unique. When 
the owner of the business does not 

see themselves as domain experts, 
they do not wish their staff to be 
domain experts. The focus is on 
staff who can manage things. The 
focus is not on staff who can go 
across to a customer and assert their 
process or way of transacting. The 
focus is on people with relationship 
management skills – whether it is for 
shipping lines, airlines, customs or 
any other vertical.

To compound the problems, when 
firms nominate their staff for domain 
training, that person becomes ready 
material for the competition to 
poach. With the result, training is not 
considered necessary. Most firms 
believe that training people will not 
address the problem of attrition. 
With the result that nobody is looking 
at training as a social commitment 
to the sector. Everyone is looking at 
training as an expenditure. 

The other facet of the problem is 
faculty. No doubt, there is a large 
set of people who wish to offer their 
time and effort as faculty. But their 

expertise is restricted to a narrow 
topic. It is difficult to get someone 
who has a perspective on end to end 
training. The real problem is that 
there are very few institutions which 
can conceptualize, create and then 
assure delivery of training programs. 

It has taken me eight years to 
convince the government of Gujarat 
that logistics is a skill. And logistics 
has to be recognized as a standalone 
industry. It is only in this year’s 
industrial policy of Gujarat that 
logistics has entered the soft skill 
category – and that too thru the back 
door. Logistics is still considered a 
soft vocational program.  

There has been a change in attitude 
about training over the past four 
years or so. Interestingly, almost 
every seminar will have a track on 
training and skills. And over the past 
four years, with great effort, I have 
been able to move it from the last 
session to the second or third session 
of the day. This is very encouraging.

R ange of S erv ic es

M
od

es

Transportation Warehousing V alue Added S E R V I CE S

Truc k ing and related 
service like eat 
management,  
network, optimi ation, 
route planning etc

Warehousing 
related to inland 
distribution whether 
inb ound or outb ound 
transhipment c entre

S erv ic es b undled 
around road transport 
and w arehousing lik e 
ex press,  c old c hain,  trac k s 
and trac e,  pac k aging,  
consulting etc.

S erv ic es b undled around 
rail transportation and 
w arehousing lik e delic ate 
rail c ontainer serv ic es 
stu ng  de stu ng 
consolidation etc

F reight forw arding freight 
consolidation N CC 
C ST MS clearance

E x press and c ourier 
serv ic e freight forw arding 
c ustoms c learanc e

ICD C S
Multimodal 
Warehouse

ICD C S
Port b ased 
w arehousing tank  
farms

Air c argo Tran’ s 
shipment w arehouse

R ailw ay Cargo 
Transport

An cargo operation 
ow nership and 
operation of cargo 
aircra

Shipping peration, port 
D ev elopment,  B reak  
w ater Proj ec ts,  D redging,  
Pillotage and tow ards,  
S tev edoring,  ship repair 
etc.

R oads

R ail

Water

Air

Source: Skill gaps in the Indian ogistics Sector: A white paper by PMG and CII
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The term 4PL remains enigmatic 
for much of industry even today. 
This however hasn’t stopped several 
logistics service providers from 
laying claim to it, if indeed there is 
such a ‘4th dimension’. But can they 
really deliver on that promise and 
expectation? 

Supply Chain management, as a 
discipline, loves its buzz words. 
The industry keeps coining new 
terms which get picked by quickly 
by its practitioners but are slow 
to amalgamate with mainstream 

language. The term ‘third-party 
logistics provider’ (3PL) was born in 
this fashion. Just as people started 
to recognize and understand what 
3PL stood for, someone threw in the 
aspect of a strategic component; 
which led to the neologism ‘fourth-
party logistics provider’ (4PL). 

However, the fine difference between 
a 3PL and 4PL is still not very clear 
for much of our peers in the industry. 
Every person will have 2 answers to 
the same question, and if you had to 
compare with 5 other people’s take 

Vikram Mansukhani
Head Business Development & Corporate 
Services, Drive India Enterprise Solutions 
Limited

As our logistics services industry matures, it is increasing 
required to paly a more decisive role in the business 
ecosystem. From a “transporter” to a “outsourced service 
provider” took us a long time. But as producers seek to focus 
on their core competency – production, they are willing 
to look at an expert to plan their supply chain. Ergo the 
need for further evolution of a 3PL to a 4PL player. Vikram 
Mansukhani, Head Business Development & Corporate 
Services, Drive India Enterprise Solutions Limited writes 
about the transformation to a 4PL.

Coming of Age

Moving

4PL 
Strategy

Towards
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on 4PL you would have all different 
definitions.

Most industry experts would agree 
that 4PLs are primarily focused on 
logistics processes and designing 
the supply chain network of the 
client, while providing the users 
with a comprehensive measurement 
matrix for the actual operations. Still, 
they say, there remains a number of 
‘pretenders to the throne’, and severe 
scrutiny is advised before making 
a commitment. After all, the 4PL is 
obligated to provide the best supply 
chain solution and not necessarily 
the one that it’s in the best position 
to implement.

During the downturn in the past 
few years everyone has been trying 
to grab onto anything that would 
get them more business. Even very 
small companies providing just basic 
trucking services were claiming to 
offer 3PL and 4PL solutions; and in 
doing so they were really outside 
their comfort zone and capabilities.

4PLs by definition must be non-asset 
based. In reality however, many 
aspiring 4PL companies are hiding 
transportation / warehousing assets 
somewhere under false branding 
and I would argue that it’s not good 
enough to have a separate division 
offering the service. For a true 
4PL play, there must be complete 
mode/vendor neutrality. Ideally, a 
4PL would never have assets other 
than human capital and network 
optimization tools. It would typically 
work as the single partner for a 
shipper, selecting 3PLs, freight 
forwarders, and customs brokers.

The global economy and the need 
for more efficient management of 
worldwide supply chains is quickly 
making even the expression 4PL 
outdated. In its true sense, we 
should agree to use the term ‘lead 
logistics provider’ (LLP) to define this 
value added function that has been 
recently tossed into the 4PL bucket.

Complex global supply chains 
require shippers to seek more 

and more information about their 
options from a single provider. 
After evaluating a customer’s long-
term goals, a 4PL would develop a 
strategic plan that can use all or part 
of the varied service offerings from 
the shortlisted / preferred service 
partners based on the end objectives 
of the supply chain strategy for 
the organization in question. They 
can provide supplier management 
services, transportation and supply 
chain oversight, and manage vendor 
compliance—all prime functions that 
fall under the definition of a 4PL.

Relationships become even more 
vital as the inclination for “horizontal 
alliance” gains momentum. In a 
recent analysis on North American 
supply chains, ‘trust’ was a quality 
that was summoned by shippers 
and their 3PL/4PL partners. 
‘Cutting transport costs’ and 
‘satisfying customers’ were seen 
as the biggest drivers for shippers, 
though ‘enhancing customer 
service’, ‘improving delivery times’, 
and ‘improving overall logistics 
operations’ were seen as being very 
important by more than 50 percent of 
the respondents. 

So if one really does get down to 
demystifying the puzzle that is 3PL 
versus 4PL, does it really matter 
what such companies are called, 
if ‘transparency’ and ‘trust’ are 
delivered as undertaken? 

Yes, industry folks favoring the 
coinage 4PL may offer some 
resistance to this stance, but not 
very long ago, this term did not 
exist. These companies were called 
‘advisors’ instead before it became 
so complicated. Personally, I prefer 
LLP, or even something as benign as 
‘Logistics Outsourcing Consultant’.

The other thing happening is that 
supply chains are going to require 
greater diversity, greater flexibility as 
they get more global in footprint. Will 
manufacturing operations move back 
to the US or Europe or elsewhere? 
It may not be a foremost trend as 
is anticipated since globalization 

is here to stay. Globalization will 
continue to move into emerging 
economies like India, Brazil, Africa, 
Vietnam, etc., and there will be 
pressure to remain flexible in the 
face of growing complexity and 
diversity. Management of such a 
global supply chain is going to be a 
twenty-four-seven requirement; even 
more than it is now, requiring a step 
up in the roles of 4PLs without as 
much direction from shippers. You’re 
going to need skill-sets or a 4PL who 
has a supply chain focus on strategic 
and tackle type of viewpoint. One will 
have to deal with more third parties 
spread over the globe, be they 
manufacturers, retailers, customers, 
and logistics partners. 

It depends what you want and what 
your needs are. If your requirements 
are more concentrated and limited 
in scope - and I don’t mean this in a 
negative way - then probably a 3PL 
is better suited. If your requirements 
are more multifaceted, then look 
hard at a 4PL. That’s the best way I 
can deconstruct these concepts, and 
differentiate between the two. Your 
partner of choice - whether 3PL or 
4PL - will be based on the complexity 
and scope of what you’re looking 
to outsource. Instead of giving 
orders and saying that ‘this is what 
I want you to do’, the better way to 
approach this would be to discuss 
the best way to accomplish what 
needs to be done in the required time 

frame.

To summarize, outsourcing to a 
4PL means a complete strategic 
shift in the control mechanism that 
organizations may want to set up. 
One has to be willing to step back 
and look at the 4PL in the driver’s 
seat while you focus on your core 
tasks of innovation, manufacturing 
and marketing. Of course at all 
times the choice of the 4PL partner 
will remain critical as he needs to 
understand your business dynamics 
completely in order to design a 
successful supply chain network and 
keep the actual operators engaged 
and excited.
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Logistics as industry encompasses 
most of the services covering 
forward and reverse flow of goods, 
services and information from point 
of origin to point of consumption. All 
the warehousing and transportation 
requirements within a supply chain 
and value addition to improve cost 
and service performance are part of 
Logistics as a service. The service 
itself is an agglomeration of services 
and while the nature of components 
may change but the service remains. 

Technology has always been the 
essential component and an enabler 
whether in the form of ledgers or 
computer software, whether hooks 
and cranes or Container Gantries. 
Logistics is a service and technology 
is not something you can do 
without. It is an absolutely essential 
component of the mechanics. 
Technology has been used within the 

industry as a threat to survival or to 
profitability for decades. Pace of new 
technology introduction has been 
rapid particularly in the last two 
decades. 

Use of Information Technology 
and its ability to interact with men 
and equipment gathered pace 
with breathtaking acceleration of 
computer technology.  Technology 
offered reliability of processes, 
superior productivity and inventory 
visibility. Technology allowed 
Manufacturing Industry and trading 
businesses the visibility in age of 
Lean and JIT that it demanded. 
Deployment and use of such 
technology in an execution business 
has been very capital intensive 
whether it was purchase of software, 
or equipment to leverage it or ability 
to connect globally. 

Technology has always been seen as a great enabler for any business. More so for the 
3PL sector. Technology has enabled the 3PL player offer unprecedented transparency to 
their customers. However, technology is not just an enabler. Technology can be hugely 
disruptive to supply chains. We need to innovate to harness the power of technology to create 
differentiators for our services. The way technology is used is unique to each organization.  
Uday Palsule - MD Spear Logistics writes about the role of technology in 3PL.

Threat, Disruptor and  
Differentiator to the  
Logistics Industry

Technology

Uday Palsule
MD Spear Logistics
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Strategically, ability to provide end 
to end services has always been a 
differentiator despite some specialist 
niche service providers remaining 
at the top of the heap. Seamless 
visibility of goods and information, 
innovation in procurement and 
dissemination of information, 
crashing of service levels due to 
higher productivity, unprecedented 
accuracy even while handling within 
highly complex service demands 
has allowed today’s industry leaders 
increase gap between themselves 
and others. This differentiation 
has been possible due to high end 
technology. Therefore technology 
has already been a differentiator for 
some time. 

Now democratization has put such 
new information technology within 
reach of the smaller companies 
and to turn new disruptors to large 
players in Logistics Industry. 

A disruptive technology is one that 
displaces an established technology 
and shakes up the industry or a 
ground-breaking product that 
creates a completely new industry.  

Email transformed the way we 
communicated, largely displacing 
letter-writing and disrupting the 
postal and greeting card industries. 

Mobile phones have been a star 
disruptor. Mobile phones with 
digital image processing destroyed 
companies like Kodak. They have 
disrupted PDAs, Calculators, 
Walkman, GPS equipment.

Cloud computing has been a hugely 
disruptive technology in the business 
world, displacing many resources 
that would conventionally have been 
located in-house or provided as a 
traditionally hosted service. 

Social networking has had a major 
impact on the way we communicate 
and -- especially for personal use -- 
disrupting telephone, email, instant 
messaging and event planning. 

McKinsey Consulting expect twelve 
technologies to have potential of 
having disruptive economic impact of 
between $16 and $40 trillion dollars 

by 2025. Seven out of them have a 
direct impact on Logistics Industry.

1.  Mobile Internet

2.  Automation of knowledge work

3.  The Internet of Things

4.  Cloud technology

5.  Advanced robotics 

6.  Autonomous and near- 
 autonomous vehicles 

7.  Next-generation genomics

8.  Energy storage

9.  3D printing

10. Advanced materials

11. Advanced oil and gas exploration  
 and recovery

12. Renewable energy

What trends signal disruption of 
Logistics Industry

 ● Uberisation. Sharing a ride app 
that is upending the taxi industry 
is likely to do it to cargo carrying. 
Over $45 billion valuation shows 
how hot it is with investors.

 ● Mobile Internet: Apps add 
collaboration and bring 
technology within reach which 
Mobile technology disseminates 
at low cost. Apps in Freight rates, 
Containers, Crowd shipping, 
End-to-end shipping, Fleet 
Management, , containerization, 
custom clearance, 

 ● Internet of things. Cisco predicts 
60 billion internet-connected 
things by 2020. The number 
matters less than the fact that 
most demand data will soon come 
from inanimate objects. Sensors 
and the Internet of Things: The 
proliferation of embedded sensors 
that communicate in real-time 
via the Internet without human 
intervention supports the Internet 
of Things. This has opportunity to 
add unprecedented productivity to 
operations. Whether the thing is 
a smart shelf, a thermostat or an 
RFID tag, the absence of human 
fickleness promises extraordinary 

predictability for those with the 
analytical muscle to digest the 
data.

 ● Cloud.  Cloud promises new ways 
of bringing computing to bear 
on decision-making, condition 
monitoring and transaction 
processing. The most important 
fact about cloud for supply chain 
strategy is its easy-on, easy-off 
nature. It also provides state of 
the art data centers within reach 

 ● E-commerce and omni-channel 
distribution demands even 
more complex and faster supply 
chains. Large increase in Online 
purchases growing by leaps 
and bounds as witnessed by 
growth in Flipkart and Snapdeal. 
This is due both to increasing 
use of mobile devices and 
retailers willingness to invest 
in omni-channel distribution 
centers—consolidating multiple 
facilities used to address three 
different sales channels (retail 
stores, resellers, and individual 
customers) into one location.

 ● Urbanization: Today more than 
50% of the world’s population 
lives in cities, challenging current 
last-mile distribution operations 
to develop new methods for goods 
delivery.

 ● Mobile and wearable technology: 
Increasing number of Indians 
owning and using a smart phone 
to shop and track purchases. The 
embedded global positioning 
system (GPS) capability in the 
devices could be leveraged to 
enhance deliveries.

Robotics and automation: 
Autonomous control, driverless 
vehicles, and wearable computing—
integrating these into coordinated 
systems will produce for 
revolutionary change in the industry 
by removing the potential for human 
error or performing tedious or 
dangerous tasks humans don’t want 
to do. 
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Thanks to e-commerce or 
m-commerce, customers today 
expect to shop round the clock. The 
customers can access the seller 
through mobile devices, tablets, 
computers, and smartphone apps or 
walk into a store to buy products – 
referred to as omni-channel retailing. 
The pressures of omni channel sales 
has brought with it a unique set of 
requirements that the logistics arms 
have to meet. In addition, e-tailers 
are now promising delivery within 
two hours, same day delivery or next 
day delivery as routine. And who has 
to deliver on that promise – the 3PL 
service provider. The pressures of 
on-line sales has turned the logistics 
provider into a full circle 3PL service 
provider – someone who provides 
transportation, warehousing and 
value added services.

A prime example of this is the 
apparel e-tail industry. As the IPL 
fixtures are announced, fans start 
buying their teams jerseys. But the 
demand is not static. Based on the 
performance of the team, the sales 
too will happen. If the team loses, 
sales fall. If team wins, sales pickup. 
There is no way the e-tailer can 
stock jerseys to meet the demand 
– they end up with either surplus 
stock or stock outs. If the team 
wins, the e-tailer will have to rush 
emergency orders for jerseys. If the 
manufacturer is far away – as it is 
likely to be – probably in Bangladesh 
– lead times increase. In a four week 
IPL season, lead time is a luxury. The 
solution is to outsource the supply 
chain to a 3PL player, who has the 
ability to immediately respond to 
the demands, will stock the required 
material and depending on the sales, 

Value Added Services (VAS) is like the cherry on top of an ice cream scoop – something 
good added as an extra for customer delight. Well it was. Fierce competition among 3PL 
service providers, a volatile business environment and a value conscious customer means 
VAS is no longer a cherry on top of an ice cream, it has become more like the waffle cone 
– the wrap that provides the additional punch to the service. To compete and stay ahead of 
the curve, firms need to innovate with VAS to differentiate themselves. Team SCMPro takes 
a look at the VAS scenario in India.

Infusing Flexibility in 3PL Services

Value Added 
Services
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will be able to rush manufacture 
and shipments. Which means the 
3PL needs to have access to raw 
material and the necessary skilled 
resources. A good 3PL will have the 
knowledge and resources to handle 
sales volumes. Essentially, the 3PL 
is providing postponement services, 
delaying the final assembly, based 
on orders received – probably have 
stand by resources who can swing 
into production at short notice and 
logistics capability to handle urgent 
shipments.

The Sustainability Challenge

In the consumer electronics 
and computer industry, end of 
life product management is an 
additional burden. Most countries 
have prescribed end of life product 
handling norms. This forms a part of 
the reverse supply chain. A forward 
supply chain from the firm to the 
customer – enjoys economies of 
scale, and is a planned activity. An 
end of life supply chain, or a reverse 
supply chain is a small volume 
movement from the customer to 
the firm – either to be disposed 
off or recycled. This is a complex 
operation, where the 
manufacturer is liable 
for improper disposal. 
An end of life product 
handling can be a VAS 
for the 3PL provider. 
Over and above the 
reverse logistics – 
where the 3PL has to 
collect the product 
and deliver to the firm, 
the end of life service 
means the 3PL has to 
destroy or dispose the 
product, in keeping with 
the mandated norms, 
and deliver proof of 
destruction to the firm. 
For example, HP has 
outsourced its end of 
life supply chain, and 
relies on the 3PL to act 
responsibly.

Supply Chain Risk Management

Supply chain risk is slowly being 
recognized as a standalone 
challenge to firms. As supply 
chains go global, the chances 
of an unwarranted delay or 
disruption increases. Supply Chain 
risk management is yet to gain 
boardroom acceptance in India – 
but some firms have a supply chain 
risk management program off the 
ground. However, given the global 
connectivity, they are not best placed 
to identify and generate alternate 
routes. Across the developed world, 
3PLs are extending their VAS to risk 
management. For example, due the 
disruption of the airline industry 
during the volcanic eruption in 
Iceland, finding an alternate route 
for shipments was a challenge to 
manufacturers, but manageable 
for global 3PL service providers. 
The deployment of CRM solutions 
on mobile or cloud platforms can 
significantly improve visibility. 
Improved visibility is the first step 
in risk management. To identify the 
value addition from risk management 
services, firms need to understand 
the roles that 3PLs play to identify, 

mitigate, eliminate or deal with the 
risks that affect the supply chain.

What Does it Take?
Clear enough, a 3PL provider can 
bring in a number of value added 
services to the table. A strong value 
add department at the 3PL will have 
the space, people, resources to meet 
the current requirements as well 
as spike in demand. Inter alia, this 
involves a strong IT backbone that 
will allow the 3PL to track resource 
utilization. An inherent advantage 
of a 3PL player is their ability to 
leverage investments in technology 
– like conveyor belts, automated 
assembly lines, packaging machines, 
label printer and the like. This 
will help the user outsource their 
requirements confident of the 3PLs 
ability to handle spikes. The on-
demand resources will help the firm 
keep costs low and service levels 
high. As the 3PL VAS improves, they 
can transform to a one stop shop, 
where apart from transportation and 
warehousing, the 3PL can provide 
solutions to sourcing, demand 
management, staffing services and 
supply chain network optimization.  
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Increasing complexity of global 
supply chains and the necessity 
to keep costs down, while 
ensuring higher levels of customer 
engagement is forcing firms to 
outsource parts of their supply 
chains to 3PL service providers. 
There are a number of factors that 
contribute to a successful user – 
3PL relationship. The number one 
factor is a high level of transparency 
and trust is necessary. This is 
lacking in India. However, in the 
2015 Third-Party Logistics study 
by Capgemini consulting reveals 

that “  of those who use 
logistics services and  of PL 
providers are satisfied that they 
have received open, transparent and 
effective communication from their 
partners.  distinct majority
of shippers report that their 
relationships with 3PLs generally 
have been successful. Among 3PLs, 

 say their relationships with 
shippers have been successful.” 
It is no secret that the 3PL service 
providers in India are just glorified 
logistics service providers. The user 
decides the route, the vehicle and 

Benchmarking is important – if nothing else, it shows us 
the distance we have to cover. As India integrates into 
the world trade (we have a meagre 2.07 percentage of 
global trade in 2013) we will need to develop a world 
class supply chain. We have one advantage – we have 
the world’s experience to draw upon. Team SCMPro 
brings you a snapshot of the global 3PL services sector – 
from technology assimilation to user – 3PL relationships. 
On what gets outsourced and what does not. About talent 
shortages to CRM solutions.

3PL
a View across the World
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every other aspect, including price. If 
India has to link up to global supply 
chains, we need to trust the 3PL 
players and give them the leeway to 
operate.

 The Trends across the Globe

The first trend visible across the 
world is the necessity to up skill and 
manage the human resources in 
3PL firms. There is a dearth of talent 
who can fit into critical positions. 
Surveys reveal that across the world, 
an estimated 60 million people will 
leave their jobs to other sectors 
like manufacturing, retail etc, and 
only 40 million people are available 
to fill the gap. This is where Prime 
Minister Modi’s “skill India” can come 
into play. Supply chain managers 
believe that the required skill sets 
are changing, and they expect the 
supply chain professionals to have 
a mix of hard skills like operations 
management capabilities and soft 
skills like leadership skills and cross 
functional competencies.

The second visible trend is Value 
Added Services – as customer 
demand and expectations keep 
rising, firms have to try harder to 
just remain in the competition. 
Manufacturers and retailers are 
tying up with 3PL service providers 
to develop alternate delivery 
mechanisms. Some of them are 
disruptive to the 3PL model – for 
example Wal Mart is using the 
shoppers who visit their stores to 
deliver items ordered on-line. In 
return for delivering the product 
ordered on-line, they receive a 
discount on their purchases. This 
solving the last mile connectivity 
problem. 

A third trend is collaboration – 
between retailers, manufacturers 
and 3PL players. In India, the CEO 
of a 3PL service firm laments the 
mindset of the Indian manufacturer 
who does not want to share space in 
a delivery truck. Compare this to the 
collaboration between Amazon and 
P&G in the US. P&G has given space 
to Amazon within its warehouses. 
On the face of it, it clashes with 

P&G’s own on-line sales model. But 
P&G hopes to reap better insights 
into on-line shopping trends by this 
collaboration. 

The third trend is omni channel 
capability. To meet the demands 
of a  on-line shopping mall, 
and a seamless experience 
between in-shop and on-line 
formats, 3PLs need to develop a 
robust fulfillment strategy and 
out of the box approaches. Apart 
from just pick-up and delivery, 
3PL players are developing skills 
like kitting, assembling, track and 
trace services, alternate delivery 
channels, Minimized backorders, 
Inventory allocation, Replenishment 
efficiency, Packing efficiency, Fill 
rate, Order cycle time, Service levels 
and Customer service. The Wal Mart 
experiment listed above is an unique 
offering and is bound to hit the 3PL 
services. 

A fourth trend is the increasing 
use of technology for sales and 
service by 3PLs. In India, 3Pls still 
rely on traditional methods of 
sales – like personal connections 
and individual attention. However, 
across the developed world, 3PLs 
are increasingly using technology 
to create value to their customers. 
Solution stacks like CRM, mobile 
technologies and cloud computing 
are being used to deliver a uniform 
customer experience – from 
Boston to Bengaluru. Evolving 
user sophistication and technology 
convergence means 3PLs will have to 
invest in technology to provide better 
quality of interaction and customer 
relationship management.

The fifth trend is sustainability and 
corporate social responsibility. 
Global sustainability reporting 
standards and pressure from 
NGOs and activists is forcing 
manufacturers to adopt sustainable 
practices across their supply chain. 
It is no longer possible to escape 
by passing the blame to the supply 
chain. Customers in developed 
nations are demanding improved 
social and sustainability standards. 

Sustainability today includes 
environment, human resources, 
labor rights, human rights, business 
ethics and corporate governance. 
3PLs will need to monitor the 
environmental impact of the entire 
supply chain. It needs to be seen 
how 3PLs will respond to pressures 
of corporate social responsibility, 
corporate governance, sustainability 
and human rights. 

A sixth interesting trend, visible 
across the world and in India too, 
is the shortage of truck drivers. 
In India, it is well known that a 
truck driver does not want his son 
to take up driving. While in the 
US, increasing health and safety 
norms and regulations regarding a 
driver’s work hours have reduced the 
driver productivity. Reports by the 
American Trucking Association reveal 
that there are around 35000trucker 
jobs available currently. That figure 
is set to touch 100000 jobs annually 
in a decade’s time. And the cost 
involved in attracting and retaining 
drivers is bound to drive up costs for 
the 3PL.

How many of these trends will 
reach Indian shores is a matter 
of conjecture. If not in the next 
one year, we will see these trends 
reaching India over the next few 
years. The question is – should we 
wait for legislation to force us, or do 
we pre-empt it by voluntary adoption 
of these best practices. 

To meet the demands of 
a 24X7 on-line shopping 
mall, and a seamless 
experience between in-
shop and on-line formats, 
3PLs need to develop 
a robust ful�llment 
strategy and out of the 
box approaches
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With a few exceptions, globally 
services of all types are provided 
by entrepreneur driven small 
companies. This is true and relevant 
to Supply Chain service, because 
there is no common solution which 
is uniform that is applicable to 
every Business and organization. 
Sustaining the Business, Scaling of 
services, growing the organization 
is not an easy proposition as the 
organization stability is largely 
dependent on the Management 
competence of promoter; some of 
the unique needs are complicated 
and not economical to scale up. 
This gap and opportunity throws 
open an ocean of possibility for an 
entrepreneur to exploit and leave his 
/ her stamp of competence.    

Now having taken the dip into 
commencing a Business Enterprise 
the focus remains to keep the 
account in the fold and sustain 
financial independence. But this 
is also the formative period where 
the challenges keeps coming in 
at appointed time due to lack 
of attention and anticipation 
of the entrepreneur. A normal 
misconception in small business 
is into differentiating between 
cash flow and profit which leads to 
starvation of the business  

Some of the typical issues at the 
outset in the initial days for an SME 
are, 

1. Understanding Finance and 
accounting principles.

It is the decade for Make in India – the era when the creative juices of millions of 
Indians will create the next big growth story. And the SME sector has a role to play 
in this. Jeevanrao Saheb, CEO of Indelox writes about the growth of SMEs in the 
logistics sector.

Survival, Growth and 
Leadership in the  
Small to Mid-sized  
Logistics  
Community

Jeevanrao Saheb
CEO Indelox
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2. Attracting funds and capital.

3. Employing and assessing people. 

4. Lack of commercial law and 
practice.

5. Too many verbal agreements.

6. Not seeking expert or 
professional guidance.

7. Lack of team with diverse 
competence.

8. Not letting go matters into 
others hand.

9. Clarity on the vision into future.

10. Impatience and too high 
unrealistic expectation.

With no fall back plans and no 
concrete plans that are practical 
an SME struggles to survive and 
sustain because of the grit and 
determination to succeed. 

Success does not come easy and is 
not to be measured only in financial 
numbers. One of the factors SME 
that have graduated to Medium size 
and more, are far and few is that as 
the revenue keeps growing focus of 
the entrepreneur turns to self and 
the organization is left to mend for 
itself for funds.

Health of the enterprise is what 
secures an entrepreneur from 
financial risk and attract investment. 

This can be secured by paying 
attention to 

1. Keeping the ownership and 
employment in the enterprise as 
different.

2. Turning to professional for 
guidance and knowledge.

3. Delegating and structuring 
organization with professionally 
qualified resource.

Towards making the organization 
strong and self-sustaining the only 
way is to pay attention to focus the 
purpose of the organization from 
Beginning and weave the efforts 
around promises that the business 
offers to provide. 

Some systemic tools and methods 
available to manage for long term 
are 

1. Study Short term Management 
course.

2. Seek knowledge to learn topics 
that will assist to implement 
right strategy.

3. Implement and test 
management concepts in 
phases so that the process gets 
corrected as time passes and 
necessary.  

4. Most popular and widely 
accepted is ISO certification 
which will cover every functional 
process and involves everyone.

5. Adopting Business Excellence 
models as promoted by CII 
Institute of Quality and  Indian 
Merchants Chamber give a 
sustainable foundation for a 
long term transformation. 

6. Risk appetite in the growth 
period is well calculated and 
studied which is a major shift 
from the initial days dues its 
impact and coverage. 

7. To extend a dialogue with Bank 
and other financial institution 
or prospective investors, it 
is appropriate to showcase 
a professionally managed 
enterprise, well documented 
with measurements, analysis 
and corrective progressive 
efforts.

8. Keeping track of the economy 
and the forces that impact 
governance, taxation, fund, 
resources of all kinds are to be 
monitored with anticipation for 
opportunity and adverse impact. 

9. Most of the small Business 
suffers from growth prospects 
because the plan for growth 
is not articulated across and 
normally it is in the promoters 
memory. A note with what 
remain as aspirations that will 
be participatory will make it easy 
to attract talent and effort.

10.  Large organizations in some 
sectors provide assistance to 

their SME vendors in appropriate 
areas. 

Once the growth plans are working 
and yielding desired results and 
which is amply shown in financial 
and market results, it is ideal to set 
the course to embark on the path 
of leadership position in the area 
which the enterprise has competitive 
superiority over others in the market.

Leadership qualities are built 
over years with conscious effort 
to stay above competitors and 
differentiate the offering. Leadership 
in chosen area can be achieved 
with an uncompromising effort to 
remain true to promise and with 
consistency. Leadership position of 
the enterprise- 

• Displays the maturity of decision 
making capability, 

• Deep understanding of the 
Economy, 

• Strong internal systems and  
quality of service, 

• Consistency of results, 

• Commitment to objectives and 
goals, 

Ability to maneuver at short notice 
and to correct process, responding to 
external factors amply demonstrates 
management strength. Professional 
assessment of process, people 
and results, numbers will reveal 
how deep the effort has sunk in 
the organization and how far the 
organization will go. 

Make in INDIA program, when 
it manifests in the real manner 
requires the services of every nature, 
no less of an efficient Supply Chain 
that makes material and services 
available at right time in right 
quantity at right price. 

Capacity building that improves the 
capability, competence and capacity 
that will bring efficiency into the 
economy can be seeded by Small 
Enterprises with a vision into the 
future, a desire and ambition that 
fuels growth of economy.  
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They They 
Made it!
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Ffene- A Business Management 
Platform for African SME’s
Most businesses in Africa use paper 
based filing systems. Accounts, 
customer relations, services are 
all recorded on books and it is 
difficult for them to use this data 
in real time decision making. But, 
information technology solutions 
were expensive and difficult to 
maintain. International solutions 
like Quickbooks were either too 
expensive or difficult to configure 
for African business environment. 
There was a need for a platform 
on which African SMEs could 
carry out various functions like 
inventory management, Sales, 
CRM, Accounting, and internal 
communication. 

Titus Mawano from Uganda comes 
from a family of entrepreneurs. 
Titus had firsthand experience of 
the challenge posed to growth, due 
to lack of technology. Titus quit his 
computer science course in the US 
to follow his dream – of setting up 
a business management tool for 
the African SME’s. The aim was to 
develop a low cost solution that 
could be affordable to the SMEs in 
Uganda, and other countries.

Titus describes his venture as “Ffene 
is a low cost platform on which 
SMEs can carry out various business 
processes including CRM, product/
inventory management, accounting 
and internal communication. 
Businesses also get a web page in 
order to provide them with an online 
presence. This is provided via a 
mobile accessible web-application 
and thus users do not experience 
any geographical constraints 
as they access their data. It is 
provided on a low cost subscription 
model, costing $10 a month for 
full access. Our philosophy is to 
provide an intuitive solution that 
only requires the entry of raw data. 
Thus far we have achieved our goal, 
providing all necessary calculations 
automatically, including generation 
of income statements.”

 All of this is provided at a flat rate 
of USD 15 a month. As a web based 

platform, this data is available 
anywhere in the world at any 
time. In order to provide deeper 
customization, apps are planned to 
enable industry specific functionality 
(e.g a ffene app for dental practices). 
Ffene won Apps4Africa (2012) and 
the Anizsha price (2013). Ffene 
has seen quite a strong positive 
reaction from its customers. So 
far Ffene has not advertised its 
offering - preferring to grow by word 
of mouth marketing. Which means 

satisfied customers are the only way 
to grow. Ffene is available online 
and therefore is not restricted to any 
market. However, because they are 
based in Uganda, that where most 
of a customers are currently. They 
also have businesses signed up in 
Kenya, Botswana, Nigeria and other 
countries.

(Based on reports from 
venturesafrica.com)

Mobile - Equipping the world’s 
notable bridges with an advanced 
sliding bearing system

Bearings are critical components for 
keeping today’s bridges functioning 
properly and safely. MOBILE has 
developed an innovative bridge 
bearing technology which features 
superior monitoring of controlled 
performance, cutting edge materials, 
extended service life, as well as 
facilitates ease of construction. 

‘Once cheap bearing counterfeits 
from Asia started to penetrate the 
market, we came to the conclusion 
that European manufacturers can 
only survive by offering a new state-
of-the art product,’ says Dr Helmut 
Wenzel, president of VCE Vienna 
Consulting Engineers ZT GmbH. 

VCE, the Austrian-based high-tech 
consulting firm that coordinated 
the two-year project, took a rather 
unconventional route when building 
its SME consortium. ‘We brought 
together the four competing bridge 
equipment manufacturers in Europe, 
and this created the critical mass 
necessary for the development of a 
new generation of sliding bearings.’ 

All the ingredients were in place for 
a successful joint effort: diversified 
experience, balance of

required know-how and a shared 
research approach. Mr Wenzel 
stresses, however, that this seamless 
cooperation was only made possible 
thanks to EU funding: ‘Without 
it, this harmonized development 
would not have been possible in a 
competitive market such as this one.’

Bearings are designed to transmit 
the weight and traffic load of a 
bridge to the ground. In order to 
avoid over-stressing and damage by 
vehicle and loading movement to the 
piers (a bridge’s upright supports), 
bearings are used to accommodate 
such movements so as to reduce 
the reaction forces and bending 
moments to be within the safety 
limits of the structure.

It proved easy to produce the new 
bearing after successfully developing 
and testing it, says Mr Wenzel: ‘The 
development work tried to remain as 
faithful as possible to the production 
process, so it was no issue to proceed 
to the commercialization phase after 
the end of the project.’ 

Mr Wenzel was optimistic of going 
to market because of the demand 
shown. ‘We identified several critical 
cases where bearing failures caused 
considerable problems for prominent 
bridges. In fact, two of the four 
manufacturers implemented the new 
concept immediately with success.’

Marketing of the MOBILE product 
then took off. ‘The new bearings 
started to sell immediately, and 
marketing was carried out on a 
global scale,’ states Mr Wenzel. ‘A 
collaboration agreement between 

Shopsense has been 
able to arm retailers 
with a strong tool to 
�ght the onslaught 
of the e-commerce 
websites
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VCE and the producers was signed 
and joint offers were successfully 
made to international clients. Since 
then, joint projects have been 
implemented worldwide.’

Along with MOBILE project success 
came tremendous growth. According 
to Mr Wenzel, VCE grew by more 
than 100%. The business volume in 
the bridge bearing sector quadrupled 
compared to previous years and 
continues to experience rapid 
growth, which now comprises 40% 
of the business. More than 30 new 
jobs were created in 2012, a third 
of which are related to the MOBILE 
technology. Products and services 
are almost entirely European, which 
contributes to keeping jobs in 
Europe.

Most of the exceptional bridge 
projects have been equipped with 
the MOBILE technology. Prominent 
superstructures include the Haliç 
Metro Bridge (Istanbul), the Taizhou 
Suspension Bridge (China), the 
Halifax Harbour Bridges (Canada) 
and the Wazirabad Signature Bridge 
(New Delhi). The majority of projects 
are managed online via a web 
interface.

Mr Wenzel explains the added value 
and competitive advantage of the 
MOBILE product: ‘The lifespan of the 
new bearings is more than double 
and they provide information on 
their real-time condition through 
a monitoring system. They are 
superior to the low-cost fakes, and 
are considered a necessity for many 
largescale projects today.’

‘The new bearing should continue 
to be successful for the foreseeable 
future,’ emphasizes Mr Wenzel. ‘We 
see an innovation cycle of about a 
decade. In the next few years, we will 
start to carry out more research and 
development work for an improved 
product.’

Mr Wenzel believes that the 
achievements of the MOBILE project 
offer lessons learnt for SMEs: ‘It is 
important to enable SMEs to take 
big steps in development and to 
collaborate with other like minded 

businesses when going alone is not 
an option. Well-balanced European 
research and development projects 
can bring considerable added value 
to the European industrial process.’ 
(From Investing in European 
success by Directorate-General for 
Research and Innovation, European 
Commission)

Shopsense - Providing Analytical 
Sensibility for a Better Shopping 
Experience

Shoppers are a fickle lot - there 
is no predicting their tastes or 
reasons they buy. There is no relying 
on loyalty - shoppers are willing 
to switch outlets easily. As more 
customers shop on-line, traditional 
brick and mortar outlets need to 
innovate and improvise the shopping 
experience at their outlets. Simply 
selling goods to the customer is no 
longer good enough. An integral part 
of the experience is the feedback 
from the customer. This can happen 
only if the store understands the 
customer buying behavior. There is a 
wealth of information lying with the 
seller - only if they have the ability 
to use this information. Shop Sense, 
a tech venture founded by Harsh 
Shah and Farooq Adam allow buyers 
to have an interactive shopping 
experience.

According to Harsh Shah “Shopsense 
is a pioneer company in India, 
offering an interactive shopping 
experience for retails. “Our business 
model is primarily B2B where 
retailers can buy the Product-as-
a-Service at a brand level for their 
stores. With this, Shopsense has 
been able to arm retailers with a 
strong tool to fight the onslaught 
of the e-commerce websites. 
Technologies we create bridge 
the gap between the ease and 
convenience of digital shopping and 
the touch and feel experience of 
physical shopping. While Shopsense 
tools allow greater interactivity 
for the users to browse and check 
products and seek user opinion 
on their customized creations, it 
also helps companies to trace the 
behavioral patterns of the buyers. It 
thereby gives an edge to retailers by 
offering analytics to improve their 
business performance. The colors 
and designs that are being browsed 
the most can be shortlisted in case 
of an apparel store, helping further 
development and research. We have 
data generated by all customer touch 
points to predict and analyze their 
store’s performance and customer 
journey which in turn helps retailers 
to understand their customers’ 
shopping behavior.”  
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SCMPro
Presents

The �rst edition of SCMPro Logistics Service Provider summit will highlight the changes 
happening in Logistics industry - driven by the growth of eCommerce and Technology 
permeation.

This LSP Summit is structured in such a way to provide you, the logistics executive, with 
a glimpse at the leaders in the Industry, who are taking this revolution by the horns and 
implementing cutting edge thinking, and those that are challenging the traditional 
ideas of logistics. The summit has a mixture of speakers from thought 
leaders, consultants, Academicians to the industry leaders.  

We look forward to welcome you as logistics community 
gathers to brain storm on our future.

implementing cutting edge thinking, and those that are challenging the traditional 
ideas of logistics. The summit has a mixture of speakers from thought 

India’s elite gathering of LSP community to Celebrate their Acheivements

Can you afford not to be there?

28 AUGUST 2015 SCMPr
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SCMPro
Presents

About the Awards
The SCMPro Logistics Service Provider Awards 2015 

aims to celebrate the successes of Indian logistics 
sector players and in the process reward their sus-

tainability strategy, performance and goals. It also 
aims to inspire comprehensive exchange of ideas and 

best practices in India and to identify models for service 
excellence.

The SCMPro LSP Awards will be a de�ning moment in the 
LSP sector – recognizing the real achievements of the sector. 

1. Women in Logistics
2. Young Supply Chain Professional
3. Lifetime Contribution
4. Innovative eCom Service Provider
5. Best Express Company
6. Best Retail LSP company 
7. Best Use of Technology
8. Promise of the Future (emerging Service  

Providers)
9. Best Reverse Logistics Service Provider
10. Innovations in Sustainability
11. Best Warehouse in  Multi Product
12. Best Cold Chain Warehouse
13. Best Warehouse for Agri Commodity
14. Best Material handling Service Provider
15. Best Material Handling Equipment  

Manufacturer (Storage / Reach trucks....)

How to Apply?
As a �rst step you have to �ll in a nomination form – you can use the forms enclosed 
with this brochure or �ll the form on-line by registering  
at our website www.lsp-awards.com

Award Categories:
16. Best Transportation
17. Best Freight Forwarders
18. Best Contract Logistics 
19. Best Multi-modal logistics
20. Best Project Cargo Of the Year
21. Best LSP to work with (Based on HR Policies)
22. Leading Light – Supply Chain Academics (In-

stitution)
23. Supply Chain Performance Improvement 

Awards 
24. Innovative supply chain management Award 

(Based on Network Design)
25. Best Practices in Supply Chain Risk Manage-

ment
26. CSR in Supply Chain
27. Best Supply Chain Financier - 

Banking & Non Banking
28. Bet Supply Chain Practices- User

For Further Information, Please visit www.lsp-awards.com

Contact Details: D-204, Ridhi Sidhi Complex, Prem Nagar, Goregaon (W), 
Mum.-400 062. Ph.: 022 60020157/59/56, info@iscmindia.net

As a �rst step you have to �ll in a nomination form – you can use the forms enclosed 

About the Awards
The SCMPro Logistics Service Provider Awards 2015 

tainability strategy, performance and goals. It also 
aims to inspire comprehensive exchange of ideas and 

best practices in India and to identify models for service 
excellence.

The SCMPro LSP Awards will be a de�ning moment in the 
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Feature

To suffice current needs, is it 
necessary to build infrastructure 
when ample infrastructure is lying 
vacant in various nooks and corners 
of the country. I think, available but 
vacant buildings should be looked 
upon as an option for warehousing 
spaces. The perception of the 
sector has seen a marked shift from 
infrastructure focus to a process 
driven approach. When we speak of 
scientific warehousing practices, our 
focus should be on process oriented 
methodology which will eventually 
turn the face of the sector. 

The companies in varied sectors are 
adopting asset light model which 
lets them operate through leased 
infrastructure. The compilation of 
the model coupled with process 
efficiency will lead the way in 
agriculture sector required for 
the post harvest period. There are 

companies like SLCM (Sohan Lal 
Commodity Management) Group 
which has focussed on technological 
advancement for post harvest crop 
management in existing buildings 
on leased model. This has not only 
helped us in proving our scientific 
capability but also allowed us 
to efficiently use the ignored 
buildings for warehousing purposes 
irrespective of its condition. 
SLCM has, as of today, managed 
technology-enabled network of 
750 warehouses 15 cold storages 
across 17 states with a total capacity 
of over 1.75 Million Metric Tonnes 
spread over 9.51 Million square feet 
area and a throughput of more than 
240 Million Metric Tonnes. Being at 
the forefront of innovation & with 
experience of handling about 157 
commodities, we have created an 
in-house SOP ‘AGRI REACH’ that 

Sandeep Sabharwal
Group CEO, SLCM

We have been brought up 
on belief system that India 
lacks infrastructure and we 
need to build more. True, 
we suffer from a lack of 
infrastructure. But alas, we 
are not using our existing 
infrastructure to its best 
possible. Mr. Sandeep 
Sabharwal, Group CEO, 
SLCM writes about how 
we can improve agri 
warehousing situation, 
by leveraging unutilized 
spaces and better 
processes.

Leveraging Unutilized Spaces 
and Scientific Processes

Agriculture 
Warehousing
Leveraging Unutilized Spaces 

Agriculture 
Warehousing
Agriculture 
Warehousing

Feature
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helps us to replicate the processes 
on any infrastructure agnostic of 
the geography, weather or the kind 
of crop & provide savings of 9.5% 
on the value of the crop handled.  
The ability of the group is proven by 
making a warehouse operational 
within 48 hours & delivers the same 
efficiencies. 

Building infrastructure is not only 
a capital intensive task, but it 
increases the possibility of passing 
the cost to the end consumer. In 
this case, the end consumer is the 
farmer or someone from the similar 
fraternity who needs to store his 
crop post harvest safely. Looking 
at the current scenario, the farmer, 
who is struggling for even the basic 
facilities, is not willing or doesn’t 
have the capacity to travel for the 
purpose of storing crops to the 
designated warehouses as the costs 
incurred are high and may take a 
large part of his earnings. As the 
costs of daily needs are already 
inflated, he is compelled to do 
distress selling. Moreover, it is quite 
impractical to create warehouses in 
every remote corner, mainly because 
of the costs and also once the stored 
crop is moved out, the owner has to 
wait for the next storage period. 

One other major aspect is that when 
the crops are imported, they are 
largely exposed for a long duration 
without wastage, even on voyages, 
irrespective of the infrastructure. 
It is ironical that we have not been 
able to ascertain the need of the 
sector or of the consumer and have 
not been able to mark the shift 
from infrastructure to technology 
based processes. Most logistics 
and warehousing companies use 
outdated technology and systems 
which are incapable of meeting 
current and projected requirements. 
India has just awakened to the 
tremendous potential of technology-
driven innovation in the burgeoning 
sector. There are very few logistics 
and warehousing organisations 
that are receptive to the fact that 
technology can help them reduce 

costs and improve efficiency in their 
businesses and overall scenario. 

While self sufficiency in food grain 
output is laudable, it is equally 
distressing to note that every year, an 
enormous amount of food stock gets 
wasted due to archaic procurement, 
storage and warehousing methods. 
Typical storage losses for agri 
products in India account for 
approximately 10 per cent of the 
entire goods. This results in huge 
burden on the economy because 
it leads to inflation as additional 
supplies could have helped cool 
down prices and two, this production 
can go a long way in providing food 
to millions of poor people in India at 
highly subsidised rates.

It is imperative that apart from 
raising agricultural productivity, 
improvement in management of 
supply chain would be critical for 
maintaining overall economic growth 
and prevent any sharp escalation in 
prices. If we don’t control the post 
harvest losses, we will continue to 
loose huge amount of crops even 
after increasing the productivity. 
India must start to demonstrate and 
adopt best warehousing practices/ 
processes for a robust supply 
chain management for agriculture 
specially as it is the basic necessity 
of the people.

India’s current cold storage capacity 
is barely sufficient for 10 per cent 
of fruit and vegetables produced in 
the country. Improper warehousing 
practices results in seasonal 
fluctuations in product prices. 
According to Niti Ayog (formerly 
known as Planning Commission), 
the estimated gap between agri-
warehousing supply and demand 
is at about 35 Mn tonnes. Here too, 
there is a substantial inter-regional 
imbalance as northern part of the 
country has access to 60 per cent of 
the total storage. Existing marketing 
channels are dominated by multiple 
intermediaries, thereby adding to the 
woes of the producers of perishable 
agri commodities.

With simply adopting best practices 
by the key players in the market; the 
availability of food grains would be 
9.5 per cent more which is equivalent 
to almost Rs 76,000 cr. Also, there 
has to be a strong thrust on public 
private lineage to overcome the 
challenges and bringing in the best 
practices to the sector. 

The efficient value chains will not 
only cut down wastage but also bring 
down the yawning gap between 
farm gate prices and retail prices. 
For example, introduction of GPS 
enabled handheld devices will 
ensure real time reporting on the 
status of the stored commodities, 
enable digital signature, cut down 
turnaround time and transmission 
of data on key parameters to one 
central location while GPS tracking 
will ensure warehouse manager’s 
movement. The real time data can 
also be shared with the clients so 
that they can immediately point out 
in case of any anomalies.

Similarly, warehouses can be sealed 
with hybrid seals having unique 
numbers and the breaking and fixing 
of seals can be both monitored 
on daily basis. This also enables 
monitoring of timely opening and 
closure of warehouse, facilitates 
regular monitoring of the stored 
commodity and allows immediate 
action in case of any fidelity or theft.

India’s farm output is precious 
and the efforts should be aimed at 
ensuring that not even a morsel is 
wasted. There is a need for sustained 
efforts to improve exiting storage 
spaces and introduce technology 
to make the entire supply chain 
smooth, transparent and mobile to 
ensure quality, timely delivery, right 
prices and most important minimal 
losses.

SLCM is an integrated player 
providing one-stop solution to 
the end user with diversified 
portfolio of services ranging from 
Warehouse Management, Agriculture 
Financing, Collateral Management to 
Procurement.
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1. What are the trends that persist 
in global logistics scene?

 Growth patterns: Growth in the 
logistics industry is no longer 
driven by exports from Asia to 
North America and from Asia 
to Europe. It will come from 
elsewhere, and will be more 
fragmented, more unpredictable 
and more volatile. Economic 
and population growth will be 
increasingly centered in cities. 
Infrastructure is becoming a 
major determinant for growth. 

 Flexibility: Meeting consumer’s 
requirements at multiple locations 
with multiple transport modes at 
different times requires a flexible 
supply chain that can adapt 
easily to unexpected changes and 
circumstances. 

 Globalization: International, 
mature and emerging markets 
have become a part of the overall 
business growth strategy for many 
companies. Going ‘international’ 
has become the standard and 
logistic solution providers need to 
enable that trend.

 Multi-channel Sourcing: End-
consumers increasingly source 
via multiple channels, ranging 
from brick and mortar shops 

to e-commerce. The logistics 
industry needs to support multi-
channel strategies of their 
customers.

 Continuity: To be able to secure 
speed to market and to reduce 
risk of delays, alternative 
transport modes and routes are 
required to support the continuing 
trend of outsourcing of logistics 
services.

 Continued Growth of 
E-Commerce: E-commerce sales 
is growing 20% annually and is 
expected to reach almost $900B 
globally this year. According to 
Forester Research, e-commerce 
will make up 11% of all U.S. 
retail sales. In India alone, 
the e-commerce industry is 
expected to spend an additional 
500 to 1,000 million USD on 
Infrastructure, Logistics and 
Warehousing (according to an 
ASSOCHAM-PWC joint study). As 
people continue to buy stuff on-
line, logistics companies will have 
more and more business coming 
their way. The challenges though 
will remain same which include 
efficient tracking of orders, the 
security of the fragile products 
and the last mile delivery in rural 
areas.

In a VUCA world, logistics partner is the difference between success and failure of a business. 
Businesses need a reliable partner who can deliver on their customer delight. Girish V S, 
Editor of SCMPro caught up with Mr. Akash Bansal, Business Head, Om Logistics Ltd to 
identify what makes Om Logistics unique. We bring you edited excerpts.

Aligning Supply ChainAligning Supply Chain
with Business Demand

Akash Bansal
Business Head, Om Logistics Ltd

LSP Focus
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 Logistics and supply chain 
companies will continue their 
investment in technology. 
Innovation will become even more 
important to companies as they 
seek to respond to the changing 
market dynamics and cope with a 
challenging environment.

2. 4PL is replacing 3PL. Can you 
help us understand its role in 
the future logistics, and services 
evolving around this concept?

 The concept of 4PL is expected 
to catch momentum over the 
coming years and it is expected 
to address the strategic failures 
of 3PL services and provides 
the opportunity to achieve 
incremental benefits. The level 
of information visibility that a 
4PL is able to obtain from its 
systems allows it to drive savings 
and service improvements. A 4PL 
system will also highlight areas of 
inefficiency within the shipper’s/ 
customer’s operation. Most 3PL 
arrangements are more reactive, 
lacking the incentive to drive out 
waste as this reduces transport 
spend and flexibility in their own 
asset based network.

 As with most areas of transport 
management, utilization and 
timing are key. The longer the 
notice period of demand, the more 
optimized the 4PL solution will 
be for the client. The 4PL provider 
has the same issues as any 
shipper when little notice is given, 
but their database of options is 
far larger than a 3PL. Their overall 
objective is to drive down cost 
for a given service level, and they 
will have a good understanding 
of the carriers offering the best 
synergy for any given lead time, 
geographical or delivery size 
combination.

3. How do you help your customers 
manage SCM risk?

 We quantify and prioritize risk, 
then we develop a mitigation 
strategy. We start backward 
from the customer and gauge 
the revenue impact of supply 
chain disruptions. Follow that 
trail through the manufacturing 
cycle to the potential sourcing or 
logistics constraining factors.

 We take ownership of both the 
supply and delivery processes 
to understand the inherent risk, 
regardless of who has economic 
responsibility for delivery.

 We include suppliers, logistics 
service, and customers in our 
collaboration plans to drive 
toward mutually available risk 
plans for each link in our supply 
chain.

 We bring flexibility into processes 
so that we can promptly adapt to 
changes with minimum impact. 
We had developed a corporate 
culture of agility, rather than 
reactivity that has allowed us to 
respond rapidly and effectively 
to manage supply or demand 
changes. Every client wants to be 
quality-assured to the standards 
they require – and they can’t risk 
substandard products of their own 
going out as a result. Monitoring, 
then, is the final piece of the 
puzzle. 

 The keys to controlling those risks 
are service-level agreements, 
clear expectations and openness. 
So to cut down all risks, we 
provide information to our 
technical team to allow them to 
plan and to check quality. 

4. As Business Head, what are your 
concerns - that which keeps you 
awake at nights?

 Since inception, I knew that it 
won’t be all plain sailing. That is 
why we are actively exploring new 
ways to compete. We’re focusing 
on adopting digital technologies 
to create value in new ways 
and developing diverse and 
dynamic partnerships. But we are 
concerned about over-regulation, 
geopolitical uncertainty and the 
availability of key skills. Another 
major topic is, incontestably, 
energy costs. Despite the decline 
in the price of oil, we are really 
concerned about high or volatile 
energy costs. We are also clear 
about the way colliding mega 
trends are disrupting the business 
landscape. I think changes in 
regulation and greater direct 
and indirect competition will 

impact the sector over the years. 
I also foresee a shift in consumer 
spending and customer behavior 
taking a toll. 

 I anticipate an increasing amount 
of cross-sector movement, as 
incumbents from other industries 
enter adjacent or entirely new 
areas of business. But we’re not 
complacent about this threat: 
we have already entered in new 
industries. 

5. How would you attract 
youngsters to join the supply 
chain profession?

 We are a company that is caring 
and known to be so, that provides 
a good working environment for 
its people, and one that promotes 
talent from within. These three 
attributes define, from an HR 
perspective, who we are as an 
organization. A number of factors 
make Logistic sector impressive 
and work as magnet to attract 
youngsters. Along with job and 
compensation, bonus, incentives 
we provide accommodation and 
mess to our employees at most of 
our centers.   

6. Are there any challenges on 
the talent front? How are you 
addressing them?

 There is genuine lack of good 
educational institutes that impart 
holistic training in shipping and 
logistics. A couple of reputed 
business schools did try to bring 
in specializations in Supply Chain 
Management either in the Indian 
campuses or their branches in 
Middle East or Singapore, but 
based on my interactions with 
people in the industry, there is 
no formal institute as of now that 
imparts holistic shipping and 
logistics training at bachelors and 
masters level.

 The reasons for this come from 
the fact that there is genuine 
apathy to the logistics industry 
in India overall and lack of 
industry experienced faculty in 
educational institutes [Finance, 
HR, Marketing segments don’t 
face this challenge usually] In 
fact, even in the crowded ‘head-
hunting’ space, you will find 
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executive search consultants not 
knowing the difference between 
shipping, contract logistics, 
freight forwarding, 3PL/ 4PL and 
many still consider supply chain 
management to be different from 
logistics!!!

 Some other key challenges are: 
Increase in Labor costs and 
Changing skills requirements 
(like customer service, solutions 
design). Human resources in 
logistics industries, nationally and 
internationally, face challenges in 
placing people with the right skills 
in management positions. The 
scarcity of trained professionals in 
the field in India means that often 
new recruits have to be trained 
in the skills required for their 
position.

 To beat the challenges we take 
following steps:  

1. We create incentives for 
development of skills for logistics 
employees

2. We adopt competency-based 
training to achieve sustainable 
performance improvements.

3. We develop pilot training 
options that can be feasibly and 
effectively scaled up for wide 
scale roll-out and adoption

4. We inject motivation and follow-
up support through incentives 
into all aspects of instructional 
design and HR process

5. We embed sustainability by 
linking service training to 
identified competencies, and 
aligning the performance 
appraisal and incentive systems 
accordingly

7. What is your approach on 
technology – and how do you 
see technology adoption going 
forward?

 We are exploring new ways 
to compete. We see mobile 
technologies for engaging with 
customers, cyber security tools 
and data analytics as the three 
most important areas in which to 
invest.

 New technologies are evolving 
very fast pace. In our view, 

unorganized players have 
struggled to keep up in the past. 
But because of high value it 
brings to our organization, we 
are now embarking on the digital 
path. We have seen improvements 
in operational efficiency, ability 
to deliver a better customer 
experience and a stronger grip on 
data collected as among the top 
ways digital technologies bring 
value to organization.

 To give on time tracking of 
consignments to our clients we 
have developed our own tracking 
software. By this initiative our 
clients can see every update 
regarding their consignments. 
The software is developed in such 
way that even truck’s speed can 
be monitored from anywhere. We 
from very begging understood the 
importance of IT in our sector and 
that became the reason to hire 
300 plus IT professionals. 

 However, we stress on the fact 
that maximizing value of digital 
investments made requires a 
well thought-out plan, including 
defined measures of success. 
It also requires a CEO who 
personally champions the use of 
digital technologies and a clear 
understanding of the competitive 
advantages to be gained.

8. What technology trends do you 
see persisting into the future?

 The world of transportation and 
logistics has gone mobile, too. A 
number of digital solutions have 
been made available for those 
looking to simplify shipping 
woes. The latest wireless and 
mobility trends are allowing small 
business owners and logistics 
professionals to work smarter 
and faster in today’s competitive 
business environment. The result 
is reduced cost and increased 
visibility. Applications aid users in 
tracking and managing shipments, 
while wireless devices help to 
monitor transportation conditions 
throughout the shipping journey.

 Mobile Apps: There are a number 
of apps designed to help users 
locate and track packages from 

multiple carriers with phone or 
tablet. Some of the top features 
include a QR scanning system for 
entering information (Package 
Buddy Android), full visibility into 
your package’s location through 
Google Maps (Delivery Status 
Touch, iOS), and the ability to view 
all packages in one convenient 
place (PackageTracker, Windows 
Phone).

 Wireless Deployments: Wireless 
devices help enhance efficiency 
and safety of logistics operations. 
Mismanagement and accidents 
with transport containers can lead 
to significant repercussions for 
the economy, businesses, workers, 
communities and environment. 
Some of the greatest threats 
include breaches that alter the 
temperature of containers or 
allow water to get into the cargo, 
which can ultimately destroy the 
value of goods being transported.

 Wireless communications 
have been designed to monitor 
transportation conditions 
throughout the shipping journey. 
These sensors are able to track 
goods, detect unexpected 
container openings and identify 
storage incompatibilities.

 Third Party Traffic Management
 While the latest mobile and 

wireless developments help to 
provide detailed insight into a 
company’s supply chain, there is 
still a need for someone behind 
the screen, monitoring the 
shipments. Many small businesses 
prefer to outsource this aspect 
of their business to a third party 
so they don’t have to worry about 
traffic management at all, and can 
direct all focus to core business 
matters.

 Many IT companies provide fully 
integrated one-stop outsourcing 
programs that allow you to reduce 
high overheads. Clients receive 
24/7 support, increased visibility 
through electronic reports, and 
opportunity to take advantage of 
state-of-the-art technology while 
minimizing costs and maximizing 
cash flow.
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Today safety is the big issue in 
warehouse industry because 90% 
of the industry is in the hands of 
unorganized sector; this sector 
is having low quality ad hoc 
warehouses not registered with 
Warehouse Development Regulatory 
Authority (WDRA).  In a survey, it is 
found that safety measures are not 
fulfilled in majority of warehouses 
work under unorganized sector.  
This industry is a big source of 
employment in our country and 

majority of employees are working in 
unsafe environment.

So, warehouses are dangerous 
environments to work in, with lots 
of potential hazards. Thousands of 
serious accidents happen each year 
in warehouse environments; many 
involving serious injury to warehouse 
staff or other individuals. Injuries 
mainly arise from trips, slips and 
falls; improper handling of goods and 
machinery may also be the cause of 
accidents.  Accidents may also arise 

Warehouse Industry 
in India is valued 
at INR1000Billion 
(Expected in FY2015) 
and has been growing 
at 15%.  The industry 
may grow at 18-20% 
in coming years. The 

growth in warehousing 
in India is primarily 

being driven due to 
the key factors such as 

emergence of organized retail 
in the country, increasing international 
trade, rising domestic consumption, easing government 
regulations etc. Vijay Wadhwani, Sr. General Manager 
(SCM)| Relaxo Footwears Limited on the importance of 
safety in Warehousing.

Primary  
Requirement 

of Best  
Warehousing
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from badly maintained or damaged 
racking systems.  Given below are the 
key areas of hazards and solutions:

Docks

Hazard: Injuries happen here when 
forklifts run off the dock, products 
fall on employees or equipment 
strikes a person.

Solutions:  
• Drive forklifts slowly on docks and 
dock plates; • Secure dock plates 
and check to see if the plate can 
safely support the load; • Keep 
clear of dock edges and never back 
up forklifts to the dock’s edge; • 
Provide visual warnings near dock 
edges; • Prohibit “dock jumping” by 
employees;

Forklifts
Hazard: Forklifts are very dangerous 
pieces of equipment and accidents 
involving often cause serious 
injuries and fatalities.  Oftentimes, 
negligence and other innocuous 
violation of safety rules are the exact 
causes behind a serious and even 
fatal accident

Solutions: • Train, evaluate and 
certify all operators to ensure that 
they can operate forklifts safely; • Do 
not allow anyone untrained person 
on forklift; • Properly maintain 
haulage equipment, including tires; 
• Before using a forklift, examine 
it for hazardous conditions which 
would make it unsafe to operate; 
•Follow safe procedures for picking 
up, putting down and stacking loads; 
• Drive safely, never exceeding 
5mph and slowdown in congested 
areas or those which slippery 
surfaces: • Ensure that the operator 
wear a seatbelt installed by the 
manufacturers: • Never drive up to 
a person standing in front of a fixed 
object such as a wall or stacked 
materials; •Prohibit stunt driving 
and horseplay; •Do not handle loads 
that are heavier than the weight 
capacity of the forklift; • Remove 
unsafe or defective trucks from 
service until the defect is properly 
repaired; •Maintain sufficiently safe 

clearances for aisles and at loading 
docks or passages where forklifts are 
used.; • Ensure adequate ventilation 
either by opened doors/ windows 
or using a ventilation system to 
provide enough fresh air to keep 
concentrations of noxious gases from 
engine exhaust below acceptable 
limit.; • Provide covers and /or 
guardrails to protect workers from 
the hazards of open pits, tanks, vats 
and ditches.

Conveyors
Hazard: Workers can be injured 
when they are caught in pinch 
points or in the in-going nip points, 
are hit by falling products or 
develop musculoskeletal disorders 
associated with awkward postures or 
repetitive motions.

Solutions: •Inspect conveyors 
regularly; • Ensure that pinch points 
are adequately guarded: • Develop 
ways of locking out conveyors and 
train employees in these procedures; 
• Provide proper lighting and working 
surfaces in the area surrounding the 
conveyor. 

Material Storage

Hazard: Improperly stored materials 
may fall and injure workers.

Solutions: • Stack loads evenly and 
straight; • Place heavier loads on 
lower or middle Shelves; • Remove 
one object at a time from shelves; • 
Keep aisles and passageways clear 
and in good repair.

Manual Lifting/Handling

Hazard: Back injuries may occur from 
improper lifting or overexertion.

Solutions: • Provide general 
ergonomics training and task-
specific training; • Minimize the 
need for lifting by using good design 
and engineering techniques; • Lift 
properly and get a co-worker to help 
if a product is too heavy.

Fire Safety 
Hazard: Fires and explosion risks are 
possible unless proper guidelines are 
followed. We all are familiar with the 
damage and total destruction that 

fire can cause to a warehouse having 
seen this depicted on the news on 
many occasions.  Not only does a 
warehouse blaze place its own staff 
in danger but can also affect nearby 
housing sometimes causing entire 
residential areas to be evacuated

Solutions: • Prohibit smoking 
and open flames in and around 
warehouse; • Ensure that fire 
extinguishers are available and fully 
charged; • Provide proper personal 
protective equipment such as rubber 
gloves and eye and face protection; 
• Provide safety shower facility. • 
All staff should themselves with 
the proper procedures to follow in 
the event of fire and all necessary 
precautions should be put in place 
to prevent a fire outbreak with fire 
extinguishers and fire blankets 
strategically placed in the event 
of containing a small fire and staff 
should be taught how to use them.

Poor Ergonomics
Hazard: Improper lifting, repetitive 
motion or poor design of operations 
can lead musculoskeletal disorders 
in workers.

Solutions: •If possible, use powered 
equipment instead of requiring a 
manual lift for heavy materials; 
• Reduce lifts from shoulder 
height and from floor height by 
repositioning the shelf or bin. • 
Ensure overhead lighting is adequate 
for the task at hand; • Provide 
employees with task-oriented 
ergonomic training; • Use your legs 
and keep your back in a natural 
position while lifting; • Test the load 
to be lifted to estimate its weight, 
size and bulk, and to determine the 
proper lifting method; • Get help if 
the load exceed the maximum weight 
a person can lift safety without 
assistance; Don’t twist while carrying 
a load, but shift your feet and take 
small steps in the direction you want 
to turn; • Keep floors clean and free 
of slip and trip hazard.

General Safety
The following checklists may help 
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you take steps to avoid hazards 
that cause injuries, illnesses and 
fatalities.  As always, be cautious and 
seek help if you are concerned about 
a potential hazard.

• Exposed or open loading dock 
doors and other areas that 
employees could fall 4feet or more or 
walk off should be chained off, roped 
off or otherwise blocked. • Floors and 
aisles are clear of clutter, electrical 
cords, hoses, spills and other hazards 
that could cause employees to slip, 
trip or fall. • Proper work practices 
are factored into determining the 
time requirements for an employee 
to perform a task. • Newly- hired 
employees receive general 
ergonomics training and task-
specific training. • The warehouse 
is well ventilated. • Provisions 
for emergency exit locations 
and evacuations procedures; • 
Procedures for accounting for all 
employees and visitors; • Locations 
and use of fire extinguishers and 
other emergency equipment.

The management, Supervisor and 
trainers should emphasize the need 
for  workers to communicate any 
questions or concerns that they may 
have about warehousing hazards. 
Supervisors or others involved in 
training workers should be familiar 
with some of the unique health and 
safety concerns faced by warehouse 
workers.

Traffic Management at warehouse 
premises
Managing traffic is essential to 
providing a safe workplace. Traffic 
in warehousing environments 
can include delivery trucks, vans, 
powered mobile plant such as 
forklifts and pedestrians such 
as workers and visitors to the 
workplace.   

Vehicles including powered mobile 
plant moving in and around a 
workplace, reversing, loading and 
unloading are activities frequently 
linked with workplace injuries and 
fatalities.

The safest way to protect pedestrians 
is to eliminate the hazard, which 
means removing the use of all 
vehicles including powered mobile 
plant or removing all pedestrians 
from traffic areas. This could be 
achieved by designing the layout 
of the workplace to eliminate the 
interaction of pedestrians and 
vehicles. 

Where this is not reasonably 
practicable, the risks must be 
minimised so far as is reasonably 
practicable. This can be achieved by 
careful planning and by controlling 
vehicle operations and pedestrian 
movements at the workplace.

Key issues to consider in warehouses 
are:

 ● pedestrian safety 

 ● pedestrians working with vehicles 
such as trucks and vans and 
powered mobile plant such as 
forklifts

 ● the use of powered load shifting 
equipment 

 ● the layout of the work area 

 ● signs, warning devices and 
visibility

 ● developing a traffic management 
plan.

Information, instruction and 
training
All workers need to know and 
understand the traffic rules, site 
safety policies and procedures for 
the workplace. 

Induction training including 
information about site safety policies 
and procedures should be provided 
to drivers and other workers. 
Instructions should be provided to 
visitors before their visit, if possible. 
Also consider providing induction 
training to visitors who regularly visit 
the workplace.

External delivery drivers should 
be aware of the site’s traffic safety 
procedures and be made aware of 
any restrictions on vehicle size or 
type.

Pedestrian safety
Within the warehousing site, 
eliminating the risk by completely 
separating vehicles including, 
powered mobile plant and 
pedestrians should be the first 
consideration, for example by using 
overhead walkways. 

Where this is not reasonably 
practicable, consider:

 ● physical separation structures 
installed to keep pedestrians out 
of areas where powered mobile 
plant or other vehicles operate

 ● engineering controls such as 
interlocked gates, zoning systems, 
proximity alarms and speed 
shields

 ● adequate bollards and safety 
railings to reduce the risk of 
collision 

 ● separate designated areas for 
pedestrians and for vehicles 
including powered mobile 
plant . Where separate areas 
are temporary, such as during 
stacking shelves or unloading 
containers, temporary high 
visibility physical barriers should 
be used

 ● separate pedestrian doors at 
vehicle entries and exits into 
buildings

 ● ‘no pedestrian access’ areas 
during loading and unloading 
operations

 ● safety measures to protect drivers 
once they have left delivery trucks 
and vans (e.g. walkways and 
safety zones)

 ● safety railings to prevent 
pedestrians stepping out into 
traffic from ‘blind spots’

 ● implementing and enforcing 
right of way procedures clearly 
indicating who must give way

 ● implement and enforce speed 
limits

 ● site maps displayed at the 
workplace to indicate traffic flow.
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With the rising complexities in the 
business environment at both macro 
and micro level, key imperatives 
for success are embedded in a 
relational or networked model of 
value creation encompassing various 
functions and sub-functions of the 

firm. At the core of this philosophy 
lies the functional cross-fertilization 
leading to a collaborative and 
systemic value creation possibilities 
and stakeholders performance. 
Supply chain management (SCM) in 
organizations has evolved from being 

Traditional organization structure ordains marketing and 
sales at one end and supply chain on the other end. The 
question that begs answer is – how the twain shall meet? 
This is an artificial division. There is the demand creation 
activity – which is marketing and demand fulfilment – which 
is supply chain. In a post-modern firm, these functions are 
connected.  Rakesh K Singh develops a perspective bringing 
sales and supply chain management.

Sales Force and 

Rakesh K Singh
Fellow (XLRI), Associate Professor  
(Marketing), Institute of Management 
Technology, Ghaziabad.
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an organizational function, to a 
cross-functional integrated network 
of actors. The new paradigm of a 
networked SCM and its framework 
warrants that marketing plays 
the role a key ‘actor’. Indeed, the 
new SCM is advocating a different 
way of managing business and its 
relationships. Considering that the 
components of SCM, its processes 
and the network structure influence 
each other in triadic reciprocal 
relationships, marketing as a key 
process is pivotal to manage these 
relationships, both at the end of the 
marketer and the customer. Within 
the functional domain of marketing 
that distinctly interacts with SCM is 
its marketing channel. Some of the 
key challenges are outlined in what 
follows.

How does a company select its 
channel members?

1. How does a company ensure co-
ordination among the channel 
members and manage channel 
relationships across companies?

2. How does a company identify 
‘value opportunities’ and 
integrates it with its SCM agenda?

At this intersection of marketing 
channel integration with SCM 
agenda, one of the key actors of 
the marketing function, its sales 
force, has become responsible 
for meeting up some of these 
challenges. Sales force which has 
assumed roles beyond the traditional 
shackles of merely transactions, 
is now embedded into the core 
of organizational responsibility 
of ‘brokering knowledge’ to its 
customers and are aptly referred to 
as ‘Value Merchants’. The strategic 
role of the sales force is multi-
dimensional and influences key SCM 
processes. 

Product development and 
commercialization

Sales force strategic role in new 
product development remains 
unexplored primarily due to 

historical ‘external role orientation’. 
Progressive organizations recognise 
the immense potential that they 
can capture by operationalizing 
sales force role on a continuum that 
moves from ‘internal’ to ‘external’. 
Therefore, it’s critical for firms to 
realize the potential that sales force 
carries both in terms of external 
knowledge brokering and internal 
knowledge brokering. While the 
former contributes significantly 
to the firm’s abilities serve the 
customer needs better, the latter 
facilitates integration of firm’s 
capabilities to prepare for the 
future needs of the customers and, 
evolve into a market-oriented firm. 
Consider the variety of product 
innovations that are being sold to 
advertisers in print media business. 
Sales force in this industry is 
focusing on value creation for the 
advertisers and proactively help 
their organizations being technology 
ready to conceptualize and 
deliver combinations of innovative 
advertising solutions.

Customer relationship management

Sales force must identify and 
nurture key customer relationships 
that are critical for firm’s business. 
Within the marketing function, sales 
force is strategically equipped with 
the necessary knowledge about 
its customers, different customer 
segments, firm’s strengths and 
weaknesses vis-a-vis its competitor’s 
and the way its customers arrive at 
value. For example, for one product 
there could be several end uses 
and end users and sales force can 
classify such customers based on 
its special needs and the firm’s 
capabilities to serve those needs. 
Such clarity in market sensing is 
attainable through the quantitative 
and qualitative inputs generated 
from the sales force information 
systems.

Demand management

Assessing demand variability is an 
integral input for an effective supply 

chain organisation and much of 
this key aspect is dependent on the 
sales force intelligence systems. 
The variability must be captured 
along three dimension for each of 
the customers; a) How much will 
be purchased? b) When will they 
purchase? c) Are we capable of 
serving the customers?

Undoubtedly, a closely knit sales 
force and SCM team can exercise 
dynamic control over these variables 
at customer’s end and ensure 
process efficiencies to avoid any 
chances of developing a ‘supply 
chain bulge’.

Order fulfilment

The ‘moment of truth’ for the selling 
process to conclude at customers 
end in a way that is smooth, cost 
effective and value enhancing. 
Sales force understanding of 
customer’s requirements, its 
communication with SCM team and 
a timeline based delivery plan that 
integrates all key processes such 
as manufacturing, distribution, 
logistics; are imperatives to build 
robust SCM capabilities. Managing 
customer expectations and handing 
her concerns becomes the key 
responsibility of the sales force 
and therefore, it’s important that 
sales force be treated as internal 
customers within their organizations. 
Essentially, the SCM, sales force and 
the customer must converge on the 
common agenda of expanding the 
value pie from the order fulfilment 
process. 

As the networked economy gets 
more pervasive and its nature more 
compelling, functions within the 
organizations need to rely on each 
other through a systemic exchange 
of applied skills, competencies, 
knowledge and capabilities. 
Sales force as an entity of an 
organizational network  and its 
capabilities as organizational 
resources can be leveraged to meet 
several demands of the changing 
market place and the customers.
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Enablers: Building the Technology

Enablers are primarily technology-
oriented companies, such as Cisco, 
Google, HP, IBM, and Intel. They 
build and maintain the critical IoT 
infrastructure that allows Engagers 

to create their own connected 
services. Their offerings include 
the endpoint, hub, and network 
and cloud service technologies: 
devices, connectivity hardware and 
infrastructure, computing and data 
storage systems, software platforms,  

Internet of Things
Frank Burkitt is a senior executive advisor with Strategy& 
based in Los Angeles. He leads the Internet of Things and 
digital operations services for Strategy &’s Digital Services. 
He was formerly the CEO and founder of ReleasePlan, a 
cloud-based enterprise software company.

(This article was originally carried in the Strategist. Reprinted with 
permission from Business Standard. It will be carried as a four part 
series. The concluding part will appear in the next issue of SCMPro.)

The digital interconnection of billions of devices  
is today’s most dynamic business opportunity.

Frank Burkitt
International Supply Chain Consultant and 
Associate at Gattorna Alignment

Strategist’s Guide to the
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and more. (See “Kings of the Cloud,” 
by Olaf Acker, Germar Schröder, and 
Florian Gröne, s+b, Winter 2014.) 
The market for all these elements 
of the IoT is exploding. According 
to estimates tracked by Postscapes, 
the sheer growth in the number of 
endpoints - expected to reach 50 
billion or more by 2020 - will push 
that market from $6.6 billion in 2013 
to almost $11 billion in 2020. The 
shift in connectivity and computing 
intelligence from centrally located 
servers to intelligent devices on the 
edge is creating a similar boom in the 
semiconductor business. Revenues 
from the chips needed to run 
intelligent devices are expected to 
reach more than $70 billion by 2017.

Many Enablers will remain content 
with relatively narrow businesses, as 
suppliers of endpoints to - or

partners with - other players that 
have larger ambitions. Estimote, for 
example, makes tiny “beacons” that 
stick to objects and send signals 
through low-frequency Bluetooth 
transmissions. These beacons can 
communicate with enabled devices 
like smartphones and tablets in 
environments such as retail stores. 
It’s up to the Engager companies 
to develop capabilities in proximity 
marketing that incorporate the 
beacons; for example, a retailer 
might use them to augment sales 
data with information about what 
items customers pick up and how 
long they spend considering a 
purchase.

The larger Enablers will fight 
over the enormous opportunities 
in integration. The systems they 
produce - intelligent endpoints, 
hubs, cloud services, and 
platforms—must not just provide 
connections, but manage and bill 
for those connections, and allow 
users to customize and develop 
their own services. Already, IoT 
opportunities are driving some 
hardware companies to expand in 
unprecedented ways. For example, 
Intel, traditionally a maker of 

semiconductors, is developing soup-
to-nuts IoT systems that include not 
just chips but development platforms 
that will enable others to develop 
their own IoT services.

Bundles of IoT-related hardware, 
software, and connectivity may be 
tailored to specific market segments, 
such as particular industries. The 
IoT platform developer Arrayent, for 
example, focuses on the consumer 
products industry. It recently teamed 
with appliance maker Whirlpool 
to provide the technology needed 
to connect refrigerators and 
washing machines to the Internet. 
Homeowners can be alerted via their 
smartphones when appliances need 
maintenance, and they can order 
new supplies automatically. The 
key to such deals is the partnership. 
Whirlpool has limited expertise in 
connecting its appliances to the 
Internet, but Arrayent provides the 
means to do it.

Each Enabler must decide the 
appropriate scale and scope 
for its business, based on the 
capabilities it can muster. Should 
it spread its efforts horizontally, 
becoming a broad-based supplier 
of IoT technology to all industries? 
Or should it become the primary 
Enabler for a specific industry, 
bringing together the endpoints, 
hubs, network and cloud services, 
and enhanced platforms needed 
in that vertical? If it collaborates 
with other enterprises, should that 
be with other Enablers, to broaden 
their technology platform? Or 
should the enabling enterprise seek 
to co-develop a customer-facing 
offering with the right Engagers and 
Enhancers?

Every Enabler should base its 
strategy on the most distinctive 
capabilities it can offer. Estimote, for 
example, currently doesn’t have the 
capabilities needed to move beyond 
its current endpoint and connectivity 
products, so it focuses on those. 
Arrayent has found an appropriate 
scalable business in providing an 

IoT oriented cloud platform for 
consumer goods. GE develops IoT 
systems for hospitals and factories 
because those offerings make use 
of its well-established capabilities in 
healthcare and manufacturing.

Engagers: Connecting to Customers

These companies provide the direct 
link between the IoT and the market. 
They use the endpoint, hub, platform, 
and service offerings created by 
the Enablers to produce services 
for consumers and businesses. 
Though most of them did not begin 
as IoT companies, and many come 
from non-IT industries -appliance 
manufacturers, automakers, 
insurance companies, and retailers 
are prominent among them—they 
expect enormous opportunities as 
the IoT gains traction.

Engagers tend to be most active 
in hubs and connected services. 
Systems like the Nest and Apple 
Home -Kit, for instance, provide 
services to customers, while 
collecting a rudimentary amount 
of data on customer usage and 
maintaining a high degree of 
customer contact. Other Engager 
services, based on increasingly 
sophisticated IoT cloud services 
and platforms, are more complex. 
Wearable devices such as Google 
Glass can provide a wealth of 
location-specific information to 
users while collecting data about 
their movements (in the real world 
and on the Internet), their purchases, 
and their conversations.

Already, Engagers are competing 
to control nodes of human activity: 
the smart home, the quantified 
self, the connected car, the digital 
retailer, the intelligent factory, 
the next-generation hospital, and 
eventually the city of the future. The 
winners won’t necessarily have the 
most sophisticated technology or 
the biggest cloud; they will have the 
right capabilities. They will know 
how to gain insight into customer 
needs and expectations, and how to 
use human-centered design to 
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develop compelling services that 
change how customers behave. 
Apple and Google, for example, are 
both seeking to apply their existing 
prowess - in design and consumer 
insight for Apple, in data gathering 
and analytics for Google—to create 
compelling user experiences that will 
attract people to their integrating 
hubs.

For Engagers, the benefits of 
gaining a strong foothold in hubs 
and connected services include 
continuous and sustainable 
relationships with customers. 
Consider appliance makers like 
Whirlpool and Haier. In the past, 
these companies would capture 
only basic information about the 
purchaser of a washing machine: his 
or her name, address, email address, 
phone number, and perhaps some 
static demographic data. At most, 
the companies would then use that 
information to manage the warranty 
and send periodic notices about 
new products. Now, by linking the 
washing machine to the Internet, 
the appliance maker captures a 
wealth of data about how the device 

is used—how often, at what 
temperature, and with what 
kind of soap, as well as what 
kinds of clothes are washed. 
It can offer value-added 
services based on that 
knowledge, including status 
reports on the machine’s 
condition, suggestions for 
saving energy and water, 
and discount subscriptions 
for laundry detergent 
delivered to the home. With 
that type of information, 
even tradition-bound 
manufacturers can become 
innovators in human-
centered design.

If the washing machine 
can be integrated with the 
house’s hub, the possibilities 
multiply. The manufacturer 
could work with the power 
and water utilities to 
establish a schedule for 
washing clothes at the least 

expensive time, using the house’s 
HVAC system to balance the heat and 
humidity generated by the washing 
machine, and programming the 
entertainment system with a playlist 
of laundry-day music. The company 
would move beyond selling products 
to offering a powerful and attractive 
customer experience, building loyalty 
even as it locks customers in through 
the many services it can offer.

Enhancers: Creating New Value

Like the enhanced services that they 
often deliver, the Enhancers are 
just beginning to appear in the IoT 
ecosystem. They provide integrated 
services that reframe and repackage 
the products and services of the 
Engagers. They succeed by finding 
new ways of creating and extracting 
value from the data, relationships, 
and insights generated from IoT 
activity.

The insurance industry offers a 
good example. Several companies, 
including MetLife, are developing 
ways to gather data on health-

related behavior to help design their 
rate schedules and offerings. By and 
large, insurance companies will not 
want to create their own version of 
the quantified self. Instead, they 
will work with services that already 
exist: the Fitbit, which measures 
physical activity; emerging systems 
that monitor heart rate, blood 
pressure, blood sugar, weight, and 
other health -related metrics; and 
nutrition tracking devices (set up to 
receive automated signals from the 
refrigerator and restaurants).

Once these health-tracking 
technologies are gathered into 
a hub, combined with data from 
additional apps and services such 
as Strava’s fitness-oriented social 
network, and integrated into an 
overarching service, the insurance 
company can build and package 
value-added services personalized 
to each individual. A health insurer 
already keeps comprehensive data 
on its customers’ health status 
and past medical treatments and 
expenses. It could augment that with 
individual electronic health records 
- with customers’ permission, of 
course. It could then combine that 
information with its own actuarial 
data, supplemented with data from 
drug companies, market research 
firms, school lunch programs, and 
the government.

By aggregating all this information, 
a health insurer could start building 
new services. It could offer health 
insurance with coverage tailored to 
individuals’ needs, and premiums 
based on their fitness habits. 
Customers might receive regular 
health and nutrition status updates 
tagged to their individual medical 
needs, along with reminders for 
scheduling regular exams and 
remote consultations that take 
advantage of their past data. There is 
also the possibility of teaming with 
other healthcare companies to offer 
products and services catering to 
people’s specific health needs and 
interests (see Exhibit 3).

Exhibit 3: IoT E-Health offering,2014
Although there are many e- health offerings, they are all 
emergent. The space is ripe for  transformation by an  
enhancer  that can turn  information from connected health 
services  and outside data provid3ers into new value added 
services. For enhancers, partnering successfully with a   
variety of companies will be a key capability.

End points and Simple Hubs

Tracking devices
•	Fitness trackers  like Fitbit, Jawbone UP, ActiveLink
•	Nutrition trackers like weight watchers, MyFitness Pal
•	Insulin Trackers like Daily Diabetes Monitor
•	Interner-connected refrigerators  From LG, Haier and 

Whirlpool

Intergrating Hubs

Quantified self
•	Wearable multi purpose devices  like Googler Glass, Ap-

ple Watch 
•	Smart-phone apps for fitness and activity tracking

Social Meda(via Network and Cloud Services)

Online communications
•	Athletic communities like Strava Social
•	Health and Weight loss communities like MyNetDiary

Enhanced Systems

E-health payors
•	Aetna and other health insurance  companies offering 

Online support

Source: Strategy&
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Fifty years on from Dylan’s famous 
song; things are changing faster and 
more profoundly than ever before. 
Our thirst for innovation, knowledge 
and things bold and new seem to 
have no bounds. And nowhere has 
that occurred more dramatically than 
in the world of business, much of it 
propelled by the marvels of modern 
technology, the ‘cloud’ and devices 
we never dreamed about in 1964. 
And this change has certainly had 
a significant impact on the role of 
supply chain management.

Since the 1960s, it has evolved from 
physical distribution to logistics to 
supply chain management. Supply 
Chain Management has progressed 

Collaboration has become the driving force behind supply 
chain management excellence. In this article, Darryl Judd 
looks at how to define, sell, and manage change in supply 
chain.

Darryl Judd
COO, Logistics Executive

Back in 1964, Bob Dylan’s song 
“The Times They Are A-Changin’ “ 
captured the feeling that the world 
was entering a period of rapid 
transformation.  The industries 
of Logistics, Supply Chain and 
Manufacturing have all felt this 
in a major way. Through massive 
advances in technology, expansion 
growth in the global development 
of economies and the reach of 
multinationals to new markets, 
the advancement of third world 
countries.  All these factors and more 
have created an enormous pressure 
and appetite for change to the 
point were it is now accepted that 
a company’s ability to change goes 
hand in hand with their success. 

The

Importance 
of PeopleHow to define, sell and manage change 

in your organization’s Supply Chain
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Human Resource

from a remote corporate necessity 
to a critical strategic component 
of commerce that has achieved 
global prominence in boardrooms 
and on Wall Street. Supply chain 
management has shed its dowdy 
image as a “cost center” in favor of 
the more glamorous one of “revenue 
generator.”

The key reason Supply Chain has 
become such an asset is because it 
can supply a very fast response to an 
organizations ability to react in the 
market place. 

Almost universally, without regard 
to channel position, managers 
acknowledged that people are the 
key to successful supply chain 
integration. As one prominent 
Director of Supply Chain told me 
recently “People are the bridge or 
the barrier.” 

Unfortunately, actual practice in the 
areas of hiring, training, motivating, 
empowering, measuring, and 
rewarding people does not support 
the rhetoric. From managers we 
talk to daily leveraging the human 
resource is often not a priority at 
companies pursuing supply chain 
strategies. 

A recent research paper from 
University of Illinois found the 
amount of time and money spent by 
organizations to develop its people 
for supply chain collaboration pails 
in comparison to other budget 
expenditures—namely technology 
and alliance formation.

There are certain issues that must 
be dealt adversarial contract 
relationships, the fragmentation 
of the supply chain and resulting 
dispersal of information are all 
barriers to achieving an integrated 
supply chain.

Improving Supply Chain 
Transparency
The innovative use of IT can help 
overcome these barriers and improve 
supply chain transparency. 

ERP systems give us real time 
messages about business activity. 

This has been an immense advantage 
to implementing change as it offers 
instantaneous information on a 
range of business activity by offering 
improved: 

 ● Data quality and reporting, 
a better CRM and therefore 
customer relations, better 
business analytics, which allow 
businesses to arrive at better 
business decisions. 

 ● Improved reporting: eliminating 
inefficiencies as reporting follows 
an automated template system, 
allowing various departments to 
access information seamlessly.

 ● Data quality: As compared with 
manual record keeping or other 
traditional approaches, an ERP 
system improves data quality 
by improving the underlying 
processes. As a result, better 
business decisions can be 
reached.

 ● Improved data access:  with 
the use of advanced user 
management and access control.

 ● Regulatory compliance: Having 
the system in control means 
organizations can better comply 
with regulations.

All the above points lead to a 
better supply chain with improved 
procurement, inventory, demand 
forecasting, etc., essentially 
improving the entire supply chain 
and making it more responsive.

Why buy-in is critical
However we can have the best ERP 
system in the world but as mentioned 
above, it is only as good as the staff 
that will use it. 

If the leaders of an organization 
foster a company culture in which 
change is embraced and accepted, 
then it is a lot easier to mobiles a 
workforce to respond and adapt.  
This is very easy in theory but in 
practice, leading people through a 
change process unscathed is one of 
the greatest of challenges and the 
hallmark of only the very best people 
managers.  

The key to achieving this is by 
understanding company culture.  
Needless to say every organization is 
different.  Some of the characterizing 
and influencing factors that define 
the unique culture of a company 
include nationality, type of 
industry, the task the organization 
performs, the people working in 
the organization, and information 
technology.  It is through first by 
having a thorough understanding of 
what the strengths and weaknesses 
of each one of these rivets are that 
a leader can formulate and tweak a 
strategy design for a culture that will 
accept change as a healthy part of 
corporate life. 

The bedrock tools are embodied 
in training people through change 
whilst keeping communication 
channels open at all times.  

The role of training
Traditionally training conjures up 
expensive university courses and 
formal accreditation processes that 
are far removed from the workplace.  
The new wave of training however 
has evolved. The world, technology 
and business are changing at too 
fast a pace for formalized classroom 
teaching to adapt. Instead training 
is now skill-based and on the job.  
As mentioned above, proactive 
leadership is about understanding 
what is required. Training can be 
about communicating, informing 
and by doing so eliminating fear 
of the unknown and empowering 
people.  Education can create the 
road map and vision for Supply Chain 
and engage a workplace at all levels 
in a common course.  The way this 
training is manifest in a company will 
largely depend on the requirements 
of individuals and their unique 
company culture.  It can include 
university tutorial or the classroom 
of the factory floor. Going back to the 
example of the ERP implementation, 
if there is targeted communication 
to staff explaining the need for the 
new system, addressing concerns, 
offering training tailored to meet 
specific requirements, then it is a lot 
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more likely that the new system will 
be successfully adapted.  

Changing the focus from the inside 
to the outside world

It is worth mentioning that it is not 
just corporations that are adapting 
this approach to training, shifting the 
importance from institutions to the 
workplace.  Countries like Singapore 
have recently  (June 2015) initiated 
a framework called Skills Future, 
a national initiative to encourage 
Singaporeans to develop industry-
relevant skills by recognizing career 
progression based on skills and 
training, and promoting lifelong 
learning at the workplace.  Australia 
has held a longstanding, skills 
based initiative called TAFE, which is 
focused on offering Australians the 
opportunity for ongoing vocational 
education in trades and skills based 
learning. 

The constant stimulation proved by 
learning and improving reframes the 

narrative. Employees are no longer 
battling to maintain their status quo 
against the face of the unknown.  
Instead they are embracing a system 
that will improve their skills and 
situation with the support and 
information they need to make 
necessary decisions. 

What then happens when a 
company tries to partner with 
another business, for example a 
logistics provider?

Often when this happens the two 
enterprises need to somehow marry 
different systems and processes 
in order to share information and 
achieved shared objectives.  This 
can be disastrous from the outset 
if there is a misalignment between 
the two company cultures.  However, 
success can be achieved if both 
institutions are committed to 
providing a continuous information 
flow between all stakeholders and 
if both companies agree to commit 
to providing timely and reliable 

data, in order to manage the supply 
chain.  Of course technology plays 
a key role in this as they provide 
support in sharing information and 
implementing new processes and 
integrity, as previously mentioned. 

In summary, a company can succeed 
in implementing drastic change in 
their supply chain function if there is 
a commitment to provide proactive 
leadership and the resources 
in training, underpinned by the 
integrity of good systems.  However 
collaboration is the driving force 
behind supply chain management 
excellence. In these fast-changing 
times, the only way to tear down the 
walls that block collaboration is by 
recognizing the role that of people 
by energizing and winning over a 
workforce to embrace and prosper 
through the various hurdles and 
rewards that a change environment 

offers. 
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Feature

perfect delivery? Today a supply 
chain is a multi-dimensional entity, 
with multi-objectives, multiple 
sources, multiple geographies and 
multiple stake holders. Firm need to 
get their priorities right to thrive.

 The first supply chain priority for 
India is Supply Chain Visibility – a 
clear view of where the goods are 
in the supply chain and what will be 
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Supply chain has become a complex 
operation, often with competing 
priorities. Intense competition and 
changing customer preferences 
create a volatile operating 
environment. Should the firm decide 
to optimize the supply chain to 
reduce costs or should it create an 
agile supply chain that will quickly 
respond to the customer? Should 
it try for operational efficiency or 

Supply Chain 
Priorities Staying on Top
As with any management discipline, scaling the service pinnacle is a tough task – more 
so in an area like supply chain. But the greater challenge is to maintain the pole position. 
Across the developed world, Gartner publishes Supply Chain top 25 – an annual listing of 
the best performers. It is not surprising that Indian firms do not figure on this list. However, 
we too need to define our priorities if we have to improve the performance of our supply 
chains. Group Editor, ISCM Media, Girish V S looks at the emerging priorities globally and 
in India.

Feature
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the final cost at destination. Given 
the state of infrastructure in India, 
this is a huge challenge. A pilot GPS 
tracking system along the Mumbai 
– Delhi corridor revealed 14 dark 
spots along the way – where tracking 
is lost. Viability along the chain is 
crucial – the customer should know 
about the delays in time, so that they 
can plan for the delays. Visibility 
allows the re-routing of vehicles 
in case of a delay or disruption. 
Increasing number of markets 
served, multiplicity of products and 
variants, and omni channel capability 
calls for higher visibility.

The second priority is supply chain 
collaboration. As visibility improves, 
supply chain manager would like 
to capitalize on it. One way is in 
collaboration. Collaboration is 
difficult to achieve in a country 

like in India, where there is a 
deep distrust between the various 
stakeholders. Note the number of 
times bad news is shared along the 
supply chain! For collaboration to 
work, entities along the chain have 
to align their goals and objectives. 
In reality, the individual entities 
in the chain try to maximize their 
supply chain surplus, at the cost 
of others. A classic example of this 
duality of objectives is between an 
FMCG company and the retailers. 
The FMCG Company may like to 
introduce new products or variants 
based on the consumer response. 
However, the retailer would like to 
stick with the faster moving products 
to preserve his margins. A classic 
case for collaboration. Collaboration 
can align the entities in the supply 
chain to deliver better value.

The third priority is to improv e 
the internal collaboration 
b etw een departments.  A c lassic  
case is between the marketing, 
production and procurement 
departments. The marketing 
gives a sales schedule at the 
monthly S& P meeting. The 
production plans for it, but with 
its own interpretation, sticking to 
b atc h siz es that may b e unv iab le.  
A pharma rm was producing 

200000 tablets in a batch, while 
the sales w as j ust 2 0 0 0 0 ! )  and the 
proc urement w ill b uy b ased on 
v olume disc ounts!  Clearly eac h 
entity within the rm is trying to 
create e ciencies for itself, and 
gross ine ciencies for the rm. 
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Gartner analysts’ three standout trends for supply chain leaders in 2015:

Bimodal Supply Chain Strategies

Chief supply chain officers (CSCOs) and their teams face an environment where business models must change 
quickly, where the expectation is that they will spend as much or more time growing and innovating as they will 
streamlining and promoting efficiency. Gartner has termed this reality “bimodal.” Traditionally, supply chain 
executives have been successful because they were good at driving down costs. The leaders now realize they will be 
judged on cost containment as well as the ability to promote and support the top line.

Increased Customer Intimacy

Another trend is a focus on customer experience as a measured priority in supply chain organizations. Independent 
of the product being sold, leaders are focused on listening more closely to their customers and responding with 
innovative solutions.

“This year, we heard from more companies extending visibility and insight beyond first-line customers and moving 
on to the end users of their products. Their supply chains are not just collecting data concerning the details of the 
sale, but also the patterns of usage and resulting sentiment of the end user,” said Mr. Aronow. “Ultimately, pleasing 
customers with strong operational supply chain performance, when combined with improved solution performance, 
will lead to measurable improvements in customer satisfaction and contributions to the top line.

Emerging Digital Business Models

While still a nascent concept, the view on how supply chain can leverage digital capabilities to support new 
business models and improve broader value chain performance became clearer this year. Manufacturing is 
currently at the center of many digital capabilities and leading companies recognize that “the factory” is not just 
somewhere inside the four walls of the company or an outsource partner. Digital synchronization of manufacturing 
lines with upstream suppliers and other supply chain functions is where the business value starts to multiply.

The logistics function is not far behind manufacturing in terms of automation using sensors, gateways, tracking 
systems and business rules to predict and alert when there will be a variance to the current plan of record. Logistics 
control tower capabilities are not new, but when combined with more affordable sensors and computing power, 
they portend the democratization of deeper visibility that can reduce risk and improve both operating costs and 
customer-service levels for many companies.

Source:gartner.com
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Oracle announced that a large number of Indian companies are investing in its data integration technologies to derive 
greater value from their data, while taking advantage of emerging technology trends such as cloud computing and big 
data. With data volumes growing at unprecedented rates in Indian firms, effective integration, management and use 
of this information in real-time to make strategic business decisions and gain competitive advantage is a priority.

Companies like NIC, PSG Hospitals, Tata Motors, Tata Sky are using Oracle data integration technologies like Oracle 
GoldenGate 12c to enable continuous access to timely and trusted data across heterogeneous systems. These 
customers have experienced multi-fold productivity gains, up to 80 percent reduction in total cost of ownership 
(TCO), and other business benefits. It has helped them implement real-time data integration and transactional data 
replication between on-premises and cloud environments and across a broader set of heterogeneous platforms, 
achieving faster time to value and a greater return from their data assets. 

“Oracle GoldenGate is used by major Fortune 500 companies to support mission-critical systems and we are excited to 
see the growing demand for our industry-leading solution in India”, said Subash Nambiar, Vice President, Oracle India. 
“In today’s anywhere, anytime world of digital transactions most of the data, loses its inherent value and becomes less 
effective in influencing operational decisions, unless it is integrated, analyzed and consumed almost immediately. 
Oracle GoldenGate 12c helps compete in this 24/7 world through data integration and replication solutions that are 
easy to implement and have little to no impact on business-critical applications.”

“Before embarking on a big data or cloud journey, enterprises need to ensure that they are not creating any more data 
silos – disjointed analytics leads to partial insights,” said Surya Mukherjee, senior analyst, Information Management 
at Ovum. “Oracle GoldenGate 12c is a step in the right direction; its features allow real-time data integration across 
their diverse data platforms, so that enterprises can build strategies for their data and application universe, whether it 
be in the cloud, on-premises,  structured, or semi-structured.

The Homegrown Uber of logistics
Two startups are changing the way we engage light commercial vehicles in India – Shipler from Mumbai and Instavans 
from Bengaluru. The LCV service sector is an un-organized play, with a very low capacity utilization – either the 
drivers spend their time waiting at “nakas” or have to return empty. (Just the empty return trip reduces utilization to 
50 percent!) It is no surprise that two sets of entrepreneurs, one from Mumbai and the other from Bengaluru decided 
to address this market.

Similar to the Uber or Ola Cabs framework, the app based service allows the user to engage a LCV. And just like the 
Uber or Ola app, the LCV driver closest to the user’s location can pick up the consignment. The service promises 
that the LCV will reach the pick-up point within 25 minutes of the engagement. Both these platforms provide an 
on-demand platform that ensures instant booking, real time tracking, transparency in pricing, quick response and a 
better end-to-end experience for both shippers and truckers. Both these services connect shippers and truckers in 
real-time within each city, by increasing the efficiency of supply and demand. And very shortly they plan to take their 
services national.

Technology has ushered in yet another disruptor – the third aggregator in the logistics space. Watch this magazine for 
a detailed interaction with these start ups – or to look at in the disruptive way – the upstarts who are out to change 
the business models.

Oracle Data Integration Technologies See 
High Demand in India
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Warehousing in India has been evolving rapidly from traditional ‘Godowns’ to modern storage facilities. 
Driven by growth in production and consumption, the demand for warehousing space is increasing. 

However the overall growth potential is limited by several challenges.
The Warehousing Compendium 2015 by SCMPro is a resourceful informative handbook with well researched 
articles on various aspects of warehousing & inventory management. 

With high referral value and long shelf life the ‘Warehouse Compendium’ is a must have reference handbook for 
the stake holders of the logistic & supply chain industry.Some of the Chapters in the compendium is as follows:

1. The Warehousing Scenario in India
2. Role of the warehouse in the supply chain
3. Elements of warehousing strategy
4. New warehouse technologies
5. Warehouse functions
6. Warehouse management issues
7. Warehouse planning
8. Warehouse cost management

9. Performance management and improvement
10. The Challenge of Warehousing
11. Distribution Network Systems
12. Personnel Planning
13. Achieving Warehousing Excellence
14. Cold Chains
15. Agri Commodity Warehouses

Book Your Copy Now!

Cover Price ` 750
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